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WHAT TEDDY SAW IN THE BAG

PRICES

TO

$30,000,000

TO

WML STREET

IVMIM CJtlMA. In Advanaa. ft mmm
Delivered by CrrlTa. 0 sent, par mMtk,
Th

MASTER

IS MADE BY

DEFEAT TOE PRESIDENT
""' "

'

EFFORT SUPREME COURT

DEL

RENDERS

A

DECISION

;

Largest Crowd In Court Since Employe Injured In Mexico

Roosevelt Declares Fight Must be Made
Conspiracy
by the People-Gr- eat
Is Said to
Still
be Back of Scheme.

...Evelyn Cave Testimony

to Jury.

Must Seek Redress Under-- ..
Mexican Laws.

Alive-Harri- man

OELMAS HANDLED

IDE

TESTlUONYSKILLFULLY
PARI

OF PLOT IS

TO

KEEP

SHALL ANSWER

His Oratory Held the Throng Spell President by Proclamation Adds
Bound Nor Did He Spare
Two Thousand Acres to
Stanford White.
Burro Forest Reserve.

T. R. Look Who He Has Found
In the Bag.

New Tork. April

stat-iiiivit-

cr

ture and deep conviction of the president. The success of Harriman'
plot at this time would mean turning
over the government to the money
power. It would mean rule in the
United States by an oligarchy.
It
would mean the end of rul by the
people by the majority,
During the past ten years the great
moneyed interests of fhe United
States have become infinitely more
powerful and more swollen In their
wealth than they were In 1896, when
they contributed $10,000,000 to Mark
Hanna to defeat rule by a mnjorlty
vote. They could, and willingly
would, contribute two or three times
that amount today to establish and
perpetuate their power.
Theodore Roosevelt knows better
than any private citizen how powerful is this secret and Insidious force
made up of allied dollars. He has
hnd to fight it ever since he started
his career as a public man, and more
than ever since he became president
The advance of honesty and a square One at Barr Station and One
deal had been inch by Inch, and by
daily and nightly striving.
It has
at Rio Puerco:-Myster- y
been in the fact of tricks, threats,
flattery, abuse and financial thuggery
Surrounds Both.
If ever the Interests get their clutches
on the White House and the other
departments of government again It
will- take a revolution to shake them
looBe.
Between noon yesterday and f
10 o'clock last night two men
The president, while favoring Taft
as republican candidate, does not
lost their lives by fair means or
actually Insist on him, for he says
foul on the Santa Fe right of $
e way between Barr station, five
there are other good men.
The qualification which the presimiles south of this city, and Rio If
Puerco, ten miles beyond Isleta
dent does Insist upon Is a man who
has no Wall street strings on him. He
One, a native,
was
Junction
must be picked now and delegates
found at the first place, literally
must be sent to the national convencut to pieces, and the other,
tion bound by Instructions, or backed e whose name Is thought to be ef
by a quickened public sentiment, so
F. S. Warner, was found at the
that they cannot sell out to the Har- f latter, and mystery surrounds
riman cabal.
the death of both.
e
In the case of Warner It Is
e plausable to think that he fell
from some passing train. The
position of the body and the
PRINTING OFFICE
SAN ANTONIO WANTS TO
wounds would Indicate that an
accident had happened to him,
but In the case of the native,
whose Identity Is as yet Uti- ADJACENT BUILDING
GET TRADE FROM
known, the wounds and clrcum- stances point to murder. A gash
is evident on the neck and head, e
which were severed from the
ARE DESTROYED
body, that has the appearance of
having been made bya knife.
It would indicate that a crime
had been committed, the man
killed and the dead body placed
Columbus Evening Dispatch Agent in Chicago Interesting
on the track so that the evidence
be destroyed.
Another
Newspaper Plant Suffers
Commercial Men In Alamo f would
strange feature of the case of f
the native is that the right leg f
$300,000 Loss by Fire.
Is missing.
City as Sub-statioThe track was
searched for a mile on either f
side of where the mutilated body if
found, but no trace of the
f was
NAVY YARD AT LEAGUE '
HE WILL VISIT THE
missing leg could be found. On V
theory Is
It was torn from
ISLAND SUFFERS LOSS
LARGE EASTERN CITIES 4 the trunk that
and caught In the ma- chlnery of the engine that man- 4 gled
the body and
carried 4
y
Columbus, Ohio, April 9. The
Chicago. April S. The
4 away, and another theory Is that f
Brtckell-Mithoocbuilding,
of all civic clubs of Chicago, particu- 4 the man had but one leg at the 4
cupied by the Evening Dispatch news- larly the commercial associations, is 4 time he wus killed. The county
paper plant, and the three-stor- y
asked by the International club of 4 authorities have been notified 4
building adjacent, were practically San Antonio, Texas, in the upbuilding
4 of the Indications of foul play 4
destroyed by fire early today.
Loss of trade between Mexico
und the 4 In the case of the native, but no 4
4 confidence is entertained that
iihout J300.000.
United States.
will ever be 4
Charles W. Lunsford, special com- 4 the murderers
'
4
BIG IjOSS IN LKAfJIK
missioner of the San Antonio organ- 4 brought to Justice.
LSLAND NAVY YARI. ization, arrived In Chicago yesterday
Philadelphia, April 9. One of the and will remain several weeks preup
The county authorities are
large buildings in the League Island senting to the representatives of the against
mystery In the finding of
navy, yard, containing
Immense possi- two deada bodies
a sawmill city's big clubs theMexican-Americabeside the Santa Fe
n
joiner shop and pattern shop, was bilities of tha
tracks, one at Harr station, and the
almost entirely destroyed by tire to- commerce, and the peculiar advant- other
at Rio Puerco station, last
day. The loss is estimated at be- ages of San Antonio as a
From all indications It look
After accomplishing his mission In night.
tween $70,000 and $100,000.
The Chicago,
man found at Barr station
like
the
Lunsford will visit New was
navy yard fire company and all the
an his body placed
marines and sailors stationed at the York, Boston and other eastern cities on themurdered.
for the purpose of hidyard were called out to fight the in the interest of San Antonio's club. ing the tracks
crime.
The other body, beriames. and assistance was asked of
lieved to be that of F. 8. Werner, a
fire department. BUILDING TRADES CON VENthe Philadelphia
bricklayer of Oklahoma City, Okla.,
Many patterns for the equipment of
TION HELD IN riTTSBl'RG. was evidently thrown
from some
the navy were burned, which will be i Pittsburg. Pa., April 9. By orders passenger train, which
left
here
ditilcult t replace.
of Samuel Uompers, of the American Monday morning for the west.
Both bodies were discovered by the
Labor,
Federation
of
the
federation
MAY DISCHARGE RICH- begins its convention
here today. engineer on passenger train No. 8,
MOND, VA.. LIBRARIAN. The movement Is in behalf of better due here at 6:45 o'clock last night,
9.
organization
April
here
Va..
Richmond.
The state
and closer affiliation of but which was late, arriving
library board meets today and there the building trades of Pittsburg and about midnight this morning.
The
body of Werner, found at Rio Puerco,
will come before
it the charges vicinity. This Is the outcome of a
brought
to Albuquerque by the
ng.iinst Librarian John P. Kennedy.
presented to the convention of was
The cast' was laid over from last American Federation of Labor, held train crew, but owing to the namonth in order thut the board might In November last, In Minneapolis. tive's body being strewn along the
have an opportunity to read and con- The next Btep was the holding of a tracks for 300 feet south of tha lower
sider the evidence. Kennedy is ac- conference of labor leaders at Indian- switch at Barr, no attempt was made
cused of incompetence and unneces- apolis several weeks ago, that city to bring It in. Police Judge Craig
sary severity in discipline. The Im- being the national headquarters of was notified, and he and Undertaker
pression is, that while Kennedy's theHroiherhood of Carpenters,
the F. II. Strong went to Barr In a buggy
resignation would be accepted, it Is Structural
and several leaving here about midnight, arriving
nut a foregone conclusion that such other leading unions in the building there at 3 o'clock, and returning with
will be the case. There is every rea- trades. The outcome wus the fixing the mangled remains at 6 o'clock
son to believe that the board, if it of today in this city for another con- this morning.
Undertaker Strong said after makaccepts the resignation, will dismiss ference.
Organizer Ifahn. by order
at the same time one or more of the of President Uompers. has visited ing an examination of the native's
body
every
employes.
that he believed that the throat
union of building trades In the
subordinate
city and Invited their
In had been cut, as a long oval shaped
Cardinal Memorial in New York.
the movement for closer affiliation. wound from the left ear to the chin
New York, April 9. A special per- He also took occasion to see that un- was very noticeable, upon the head,
formance of Verdi's "Aidu," will be ions that nre not now rummers of which was decapitated at the neck.
(riven at the Manhattan opera bouse the Iron City Trades council carry The rest of the body was mangled
lonight for the benefit of the fund out their obligation as members of beyond recognition. Judge Craig and
:.,r the Garibaldi memorial on Sta-i.-- n the American Federation of Labor, Undertaker
Strong searched
the
Island. The house in which and affiliate with the central body. track for some time. picking
up
Garibaldi lived has been moved from New organization will be formed and fragments of the body, but were uni'- original site to Clifton, where It old ones revivified, with a strength- able to And the right leg.
by a memorial, ening all along the line In anticipation
be enclosed
Before the undertaker arrived at
.
a Inch will probably be dedicated on of M.ty
when new wage wales Barr. the train crew placed the body
u'v 4 the centennial of Garibaldi's will go into effect In several of the
i.
.id ...
unions
(Continued on Page I1v.
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TWO MEN DEAD

KANSAS

ON RAILROAD

TRACKS

-

V

t

ELJASO

n.

t

six-tnr-

ff

sub-statio- n.

res-olut-

Iron-Worke- rs

ls-t-

Not since the

Washington. April

I.

ques-

The
day when Evelyn Thaw gave to the tion of the degree of consideration
world the story of her life has the that should be given the laws of anoourt room where the final scenes of other country by the courts of the
states. In adjudicating a claim
(he Thaw trial are now being enacted United
for bodily Injuries to an American
been so crowded as It was today. employe
of a railroad operating m a
The attraction was Delmas, who to- foreign country,
was before the suday continued his summing up for preme court
of the United States yesthe defense. Delmas began his final terday. In connection
with the case of
plea yesterday, and after speaking the
two and a half hours, hla voice be- Page.Mexican Central vs. Charles H.
came so husky as to necessitate adPage lost a leg through an accijournment.
dent while acting as brakeman at
Was la Good Voice Today.
Mexico.
He brought suit In
He waa in good voice again today Ebano,
United States circuit court at El
when the proceedings were resumed. the
Paso,
where
the company has an
District Attorney Jerome was ab-

A
Washington, II. C, April t. Ramon And alleged authoritative
I am In a position to state officially
to the contrary not wl t list andln g,
drcnnuKaiMni oonwiit to the nw
that Prertdent Koosevelt will under no
White House, not even to defeat Uie
ol his name for another term In Uie preserve
conspiracy"
the Roosevelt policies from
and
alleged "rich men's
ruin at the hamU of a republican president who would fail to pursue them
Ttils information may be taken as ofliclal and final. It cornea directly
from' Prewlclent Roosevelt,
TTie game of choosing a president Is up to the people. The IlarrlnuMi-KoekefellInterests are well known to be playing till
frame now.
Whetiier the people choose to sit In ami tnke a liand Is for Uiem to say.

,

HARRIMAN

DELEGATES

Success of Conspiracy Blow at Existence of Republic. Says

It Is part of the conspiracy plan,
according to my high Information, to
keep the delegates to the next repub- ,
lican national convention unlnstruct-edone way to do this Is to keep the
people In some states shouting for
T. It. Whether or no, while in other
states the "Favorite Son" (tame In-Is
being played. Senator Scott, for
stance, has developed a sudden enthusiasm for T. K. and is handing
out interviews saying that West Virginia will go to the convention shouting for T. R. and nobody else, which
means that Scott hopes thus to keep
the West Virginia delegates from being instructed for Taft or some
Then, at the
Roosevelt candidate.
critical moment, he plans to swing
to
the "reactionary"
the delegation
chosen by the Wall street ca-a- l.
Any talk which has the eftect of
postponing or preventing a popular
determination of a successor to T. R.
at this time. Is dangerous. Cannon
talk In Illinois, Fairbanks talk In
Indiana. Shaw or Cummins talk In
Iowa. Koosevelt talk In West Virginia
and Roosevelt third term talk In numerous western states tl is all dangerous, and plays Into the hands of
Harrima-and his crowd, according
to the president's view.
Roosevelt does not care who his
successor is, so long as he is not followed by a "reactionary" A man
oposed to all the reforms which he
has been fighting for. He Is frank
to admit that he would not like to
In the
see a Harriman candidate
White House after 1908. Moreover
success
of the conhe believes the
spiracy which has been hatched
would be a blow to the very existence of the republic.
This is strong language, but it Ib
used advisedly, and with uie knowledge that it correctly reflects a ma

COURT MUST NOW SAY IF

Oil

ME DEMOCRATS

IMMIGRATION

USE OF MAILS
He

by

Claims Persecution

Standard Oil of Which
Is a Strong Rival.

RUN

BUREAU

He

sent during Delmas' speech.
When
Delmas arose to resume his argument he told the Jury that he woulJ
endeavor to be as brief as possible in
order not to tax their patience.
"When I am done," said Delmas, "I
ahall give the fate of my client into
your hands with every confidence."
He then briefly ran over his addres'i
of yesterday In order to connect hU
arguments.
Handles Testimony Like a Mauler.
After calling attention again to
Evelyn's story, he said:
"I shall now proceed tn an effort
to depict to you the effect of this
story upon the mind of Thaw.
I
shall prove this to you without using
1 shall
any language of my own.
tell you the story in Evelyn's words
words you heard her use upon the

stand."

-

agent, and was awarded 12,000. The
railroad company contended that the
case should have been heard In Mexico; and If not. the trial should have
been under Mexican Jaw.
The circuit court refused to consider both pleas and the railroad
company appealed to the circuit
court of appeals.
That court thereupon certified the case to the United
States supreme court on the question
as to whether It was competent for
the question as to whether It was
competent for the clrcalt coart to
try the case and award damages regardless of Mexican laws.
The reply of the supreme oourt
was made by Chief Justice Fuller,
who answered the question in tho
negative.
t
.

"

COURT TO DECIDE IF
HARRIMAN MUST ANSWER.
Washington, April . The Interstate commerce .commission today
decided to Institute proceedings in
the circuit court of the state of New
York to compel E. H. Harriman to
answer questions he refused to answer when he was testifying before
Proceedings will
the commission.
be taken as soon as the special coun-sfor the commission can preparo
the necessary papers.

Delmas then dramatically read the
young woman
story of thaw's acGotAlI the Offices-Henl- ng
tions In Paris In 103, when she told
story
him
her
how
he walked the
Paid With Secrefloor, biting his nails and sobbing.
PENALTY FIVE YEARS
He also read that portion of her testaryship.
timony In which she said she refused
OR FINE OF $5,000
Thaw's offer of marriage because she
loved him, so she refused to drng
him down.
This he said was proved
Topeka, Kun.. April
II. Tuc Special to The Evening Citizen,
Santa Fe. N. M., April 9. Tha by Thaw'a letters to Attorney I x
ker. Jr., secretary of the Uncle Sam bureau
immigration was today orOil company, with headquarters at ganized of
Delmas read from tho testimony of
by the election of the followTHOUSAND ACRES ARK
Kansas City, Kansas, was indicted by ing officers, all members voting: the elder Mrs. Thaw and asked the TWO
ADDED TO BURRO RESERVE.
believed that "venerable,
the federal grand Jury yesterday up- President, Joseph W. Bible; vice Jury dif they mother
came here to Special to The Evening Citizen.'
treasurer, perjure
on the charge of using the mails to president, C. K. Mason;
Washington, April 8. The national
Delmas read at
herself?"
defraud. His arrest at Kansas City, John A. Haley; secretary, II. B. Hen-Intestimony, forest service Is preparing o largely
length
Evelyn's
from
The
next
meeting
be
will
held
Kan., followed. The penalty on constory on Increase the number and efficiency of
May 11.
Henlng showing the effect of her
viction may be either a fine of $5,-0- In Albuquerque,
In the
undermined the employes, particularly
win remove the office to Albuquerque Thaw, saying that they reason,
or Imprisonment for five years.
The president's proclabut southwest.
the foundations of his
The company was Incorporated un- and the property of the bureau was that the storm did not burst at that mation adds 2,000 acres on the northder the laws of Arizona for $10,000,-00- 0 turned over to him today for ship- time.
western boundary of the big Burro
The bureau made a grandwith par value of $1 per share. ment. piny
forest reserve, by following section
Orutory Elitruiicrtl Timing.
by
adopting
stand
a
resolution
disposed
$12,000000
Tucker
of
in
Delmas told of the condition of and quarter
lines Instead of
stock, the government authorities to let the printing to the lowest bid- Thaw's mind when he returned to the Gila river.section
der, which, of course, will be the Pittsburg, how his mother noted the
say, $9,000,000 of original IncorporaThe bureau uls) change which had come over him.
tion and $3,000,000 of increase, which Morning Journal.
it Is claimed was not authorized decided to hold several meetings an- He depicted Thaw's mind In church,
nually in the several districts of tho "when," he said,
The charge is made that the
"the organ was
corporation was Increased to territory for consultation with county rolling and voices were appealing to
$17,000,000. but that the charter was commissioners, city councils, commerHosts,
Ood
God of Armthe
of
Lord
not amended. The government fur- cial clubs and other organizations.
ies and Navies, be with us yet, lest
Macpherson
When
on
yesterday
apportionther contends that Tucker
we forget, lest we forget! Forget, the
ed a large proportion of stock to his found out that he could not hope to voices rang; forget, the
poet had
be elected president, he framed up written; but In Harry Thaw's heart
personal use.
Tucker will apply for ball this af- the following deal, which gives him rung the voice; 'You can never forternoon.
His contention is that he about as much say so as otherwise. It get, you can never forget that InnoIs being persecuted by the Standard Is noticeable that the officers are al- cent little one Is gone from you for
exception democrats, ever, and has returned to the clutches
OH company, against whom he has most without
either acknowledged or under cover. of those who ruined her."
become a strong rival.
Henlng, who was elected secretary of
This then was Thaw's condition. He
the bureau, only a few weeks agn could not give her up, Hnd came buck
CONFERENCE OF METHOstrongly
abolbe
advocated
it
that
DIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH. ished as useless and a waste of the to New York to try once more to save
her.
that the
Delmas declared
Bridgeport, Conn., April 9. The people's money.
Numerous articles
about Thaw's alleged wrong
New York east conference
of the to that effect, written by him during stories
to protect White
doings
were
Invented
Methodist Episcopal church assem- the legislative sessions, were printed
the wrath he felt was to come. Governor Folk Spares Her
bled here today for Its regular an- In the Albuquerque morning paper, from
He said that White was "an old lechnual ensuing year. The conference on which he Is employed. The mem- er
saw In a girl but a toy to and Hottman-Kans- as
who
Man
had to change bishops, Bishop Ham- bers
the new bureau, all of whom gratify the moment's lust anil then
ilton, who was set to preside, being were ofpresent
way
go
meeting
In
at
to
down
the
cast
be
Santa
her
aside
Given Conditional Pardon.
too 111 to do so, and Bishop Ooodsell Fe. are: Joseph W. Bible, of Han- the paths of fallen women."
was selected to act in his place The over, Grant county; (leorge A. FlemDelmas' oratory held the rapt atmeeting of the conference was de- ing, of East Las Vegas; John A. tention
of the Jury and the court
layed a week In consequence of this Haley, of Capitan, Lincoln county; room. He
Liberty. Mo., April
told how Thaw got his
Wheu told
misfortune.
This conference has I). A. Macpherson, of Albuquerque; mother to come
to New York and In her cell last night that Oovernor
some of the strongest men in the C. B. Mason, of Hoswell, and A. M. thus finally persuaded
girl
to
Folk had commuted her sentence of
the
including
denomination,
Methodist
marry lilm.
ileulh to life imprisonment, Mrs. Agthe venerable and well known fight- Edwards, of Farmlngton.
gie Myers smiled and laughed for Joy.
Still
Pursued.
Wliite
ing editor. Rev. Dr. Buckley. All tha
Delmas told of the approaches She said he hail hoped for a new
Spelter Market.
committees will make strong reports,
made by White after Thaw's mar- trial, and continuod to maintain her
as their chairmen are all specially
St. Louis. April 9. Speller weak riage
and of his telling May Mac- Innocence.
The sentence of death
brainy men.
$.li7i.
kenzie that he would win Evelyn for Frank Hottinan was also comback to him. Delmas referred to the muted to life Imprisonment.
"pie girl" incident and said that
Thaw's will was evidence that he BOY OF SIXTEEN KILLS
was making an effort to protect the
FOUR OF HIM FAMILY.
ONION
CO.
community against the pollution of
Topeka, Kan., April tt. Governor
White.
granted a conditional
today
Hoch
lifct pardon to
Delinas did tint complete
Willie Sell, the quadruple
speech this morning nnd continued murderer, who
had been in the penIn contending
this afternoon.
that itentiary
1SSS, serving
a lif'.'
Thaw was insane when he shot White sentence. since
The principal condition
testiexhaustively
the
he
reviewed
RECEIVE- Dpardon
of
Is
Is
the
Sell
XXX Coll
to
not
No.
that
mony adduced on this subject. He
or in any way exhibit himself
told the Jury that the prosecution's lecture
money.
alienists would not testify that Thaw forWillie Sell was 18 years old when
SPECIAL TO THE CITIZEN.
was
If they had been his
not
Insane.
1
father, mother,
EE. N. M.. AI'RII.9. THE IHST OK THE RENEI IT PERasked that question. Assistant District
sister wera
FORM NCEN HV 1. A. MACPHERSON, BETTER KNOWN AS LITTLE Attorney Garvin objected and Justice mother and
killed.
Willie was arrested, and alH.
II.
AND
BLACKFACE
PLAYER.
HENINC
VAUDEVILLE
I)NNY,
Jury
Fitzgerald
could
the
ruled
that
ARTIST, (HVEV HERE YESTERDAY. MADE A HHJ HIT. IMITI1 A ICE not speculate us to what answers though ho maintained his Innocence
EXCRl fi TIX;LY H ANY. PARTICULARLY IN THEIR REPRESENmight have been given. Delmas and his attorneys argued the physiTATION OF IOLITICAL REFORM ERS. AND IN THEIR CLOWN WORK concluded at 3:17 nnd the court ad- cal Impossibility for him to have
A
IN
CURTAIN
RAISER.
APPEARING
THE
ONE
committed the murder, he was conWAS
MAtTIIERSON
journed until tomorrow.
victed and sentenced to life Im fills.
ACT COMEDY ENTITLED: "REFORM BV THE USE OF MID." IT
WAS A CLEVERLY CONSTRUCTED LI1TLE FARCE AND WHILE IT STATE SUNDAY SCHOOL CONonnienl.
HAD NOTHINO SERIOUS IN ANY OF ITS LINES, YET IT SUCCEEDVENTION AT BIRMINGHAM.
ED IV AMUSINfj THE PUBLIC MILDLY FOR HALF AN HOUR. IT
Ala., April 8. The MISSOURI LEGISLATURE
Birmingham,
MY stale Sunday school convention will
I V CALLED SESSION.
CONTAINED SEVER L OOOO SOMi HITS, ONE BEINO: "I
FEET WET BIT DIRVT CATCH CYH.D." WHICH WAS WRITTEN BV spend three days here, commencing
City. Mo.. April
Tho
Jefferson
MACPHERSON LAST WINTER AT THE TIME HE WAS APPEARING
today. The attendance is very large. generul assembly convened in extraDAILY IN POLITICAL VAUDEVILLE.
Every Sunday school In the state has ordinary
sesslo-- i
today.
noon
at
II ENINtJ WAS NOT IN iOOI TRIM BIT NEVERTHELESS
sent Us pastor, superintendent,
and Among the matters recommended to
HIMSELF IN A MANNER WHICH SHOWS THAT HE IS AN two lay delegates. The Birmingham como before
special wesslon by
Sunday school people have made a Gevernor Folkthe
ARTIST IN tiiriTINti THE MONEY HE SANti A LITH E KOMI
the passage of th
USE
"WHAT'S THE
ENTITLED:
OF special effort to make the entertain- emergency clause,is to
BY MWPIIERSON
immediately enWASTING MONEY WHEN YOU CAN t.lVE IT ALL TO ME." THE ment the greatest success In the his- force the statute passed
the regWAS
ENCORED. HE APtory of the Sunday school association, ular session to prohibit by
SONfi MADE A HIT AND MR. HENINti
track
PEARED PLES.D AND SN(i ONE VERSE OF A LIITLE DUTY and visitors will go away feeling that gambling, the passage of race
a law
ENTITLED: "THROWINO MUD IS ESV BUT YOU'VE LOT TO MKE there Is no place like BlrniliiKham.
and distillers havIT STICK." THE MlMi BOTH IN COMI'OSITION AND VERSE WAS The program is of marked excellence, ing interestbrewers
ill saloons, and uu effectPOPULAR und some line speaking will be heard. ive local option
KXTIIKH CRUDE M DID NOT APPElt 'It) RECEIVE
law
for counties,
All quarters of the slate are repreAPPROVAL. II ENI N't; THEN DID A TEN MINUTES' MONOLOGUE
OF HIS sented by their best and strnnges: tow ns and cities.
STUNT V III 11 W AS A WINNER. IT WAS A CONTINUATION
TRAVESTY UPON THE ASS SSI N TION OF JULIUS CEASAR AND men and women.
SUIT IS DECIDED IN
SERIOUS
THE
OTHER I'll R TERS WHICH HE ORIGINATED.
l'AOlt OF MVIOR DELM Alt.
IT Oi l'. M DE IT AI L THE MORE BARON STERN BURG
MANNER IN WHICH HE
K.
New York. April U. Elmer
RIDICl MH S AND THE PUBLIC LAUGHED lONG AND IOUD. THE
TODY LOR EUROPE.- Sniathers
will retain the gold cup won
Washington.
April
SternGOOD
IS
PROFIT
AND
UNDERSTOOD THE
Baron
BOX RECEIPTS WERE
OF THE ALBUQUERQUE hnrg. the German ambassador, audi by his horse. Major lelmur. in the
ITS WILL BE USER FOR THE BENEFIT
Dillon in lttilt, as thu
urnburg sail to, lay race with
AS THE
JOURNAL. the Baroneiun
DEMOCRATIC WAR CRY. BETTER KNOWN
result of the verdict returned today
WHICH HAS II D A VERY UNSUCCESSFUL
sEsON. M THE SHOW from Nw York for Europe. They ' by
Jury
I
I
during
in
the
the
will
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giavel, the remain of some forty or
have been found.
t'fty mammoth
These, however, were very IndifferentIn
some cases a Jaw
ly preserved,
liotie or a few teeth being the only
remaining telle of the great animal.
The fact of these animals nil being
to Indicate
found together, seems
that they died In some gigantic upheaval, or that they killed each other
In some mighty battle of the past.
I.lllle, however, Is known, as yet, but
il is expected that when the great
animal in the Nome glacier Is dug
out. preserved and brought to Seattle
and erected on the grounds of the
exposition, science will be able
to learn more of these animals thnn
ever before.
There Is more Cntarrti in this section Was Originated by Governor
ef the country thnn nil other diseases
put together, and until the Inst few years
Spottswood of Virginia In
For a
was pupposca to be Incurable.
great ninny years doctors pronounced It
Old Colonial Days.
a local disease and prescribed local remedies, and ly constantly falling to cure
with local treatment, pronounced Incurable. Science has proven catarrh to
lie a constitutional disease and therefore
rt quire constitutions! treatment. Hall's CONSUL GENERAL TO CUBA
Cure, manufactured by F. J.
t'atarrh
Cheney Ai Co., Toledo, Ohio, Is the only
constitutions! cure on the market, it
In doses from 10
Is taken Internally
VALUABLEANO PECULIAR
drops to a teaspoonful.
it sets directly
on the blond end mucous surfaces of the
system. They offer one hundred dollars
for any esse It falls to cure. Bend for
Address:
circulars Had testimonials.
Highest Priced Railroad Man In
F. J. CHUNKY Ac V..

summer ns fresh ns on the day on
the kill wan made.
THE EVENING CITIZEH which
Simple as this plan of natural refrigeration sounds. It was. generally
Some
most difficult of execution.
ratal! " at Wwkly ly
the drivers of Ihe herd through
Tke Citizen Publishing Company atimes
too
mlsjudgment would approach
close and the frightened herd would
fNtrAM
trunlHWi tareusa tke make a dash for liberty and escape,
fcknl ( walY
as eeienil ela natter.
other limes the animals' weight was
not sufficient to start the avalanche
and In consequence they escaped.
Sometimes the event was varlag.ited
by the animal being driven over n
cliff, on whose lop hung great musses
of snow, which efT'Ttually burled and
preserved them. Frequently two and
three trips would have to be made
OFFICIAL PAPER FOR
by the tribes and two or three herds
CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE would g,t away, before the winters'
supply could be obtained.
("arm.ick slates that he has eaten
of meat preserved In. this fashion five
and a half months after the kill, and
It was as fresh as when first caught.
I!y this method whole
herds were
wiped out young and old, and game
grew considerably scarcer after a few
years of this unsportsmanlike hunt-it- .

AMERICA'S ONLY
KNIGHTHOOD

ORDER

k.

suggested that the
treat preserved mammoth In the
le art of th" glacier which will be ex-- h
hited at the
i xposltlon
may have been similarly
snared by the prehistoric men of fifty
or a hundred thousand years ago;
luit scientists think that this is h.ird-- 1
Toledo, Ohio.
likely.
The chances nre rather Sold bv All Druggists. 75c.
thai the animal was caught by some Take Hall's Family Pills for constipaupheaval, and before Ihe flesh had tion.
an opportunity to decay the water
To Chicken Fewters.
Mowed over It ami froze solidly.
Mausard's Mills are selling good
On Hunker creek, Klondike. there
is one spot where, mixed with icy wheat at 11.40 per 100 lbs.
It has hren

INDIANS
Alaska Tribes Burled Whole
Herds of Moose and Caribou In Snow.

CHICAGO ELECTION VICTOR,
THEM

DIGGING

FAT,

41,

(Ity Frederic
Hash in.)
There has been but one American
order of knighthood, and its members were known as the "Knights of
the Golden Horseshoe." This was
born during the lime of Sir Alexander
Spottswood. one of the colonial governors of Viiginla. who organized a
body of gentlemen, woodsmen, soldiers, and slaves, and rode to the
western rim of the blue Virginia hills
to see if it were true, a.s the Indians
had said, that a great ocean could
be seen from the heights. It was a
Journey rich in adventure, and while
no sea filled the world beyond, they
lcoked upon a valley rich In possibilities that the later centuries realized.
In memory of this long Journey, and of the good comradeship
they enjoyed, Oovernor Spottswood
called the members of his cavalcade
the "Knights of the Clolden Horseshoe." He wrote to his king telling
of the Journey, of the great Industrial
possibilities that the New World offered in that wilderness, and of tho
new order he had Instituted.
In recognition of this, and to show
his august approval his mujesty order
ed to be made upon the royal looms
a rich, yellow brocade, starred at Intervals wltft golden horseshoes. When
completed the gift was forwarded to
Irfidy Spottswood, the governer's wife.
This rare piece of cloth was afterward cut into generous samples,
which have passed down from generation to generation.
One of the
last pieces known to be In existence
is carefully framed, and hangs on
the wall In the home of Mrs. J. Harvey Mathes. of Memphis. Tenn. This
lady is a direct descendant of the
founder of the "Knights of the Oold-e- n
Horseshoe." Hefore her marriage
she was Miss Mildred Spottswood
Cash, and she takes great pride In
her distinguished forefather. She recently organized the first Pocahonta-- s
"Wigwam," the members being
of the Indian princess, Hnd
the object of their organization being
to erect a monument to her at Jamestown.
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Tribe in Food For the
Whole Winter.
April

The recent
In Alaska of a great mammoth., Ilesh, hones, hair, hlile, teeth
and all preserved in the heart of a
vast lee formation that has stood undisturbed since the days when men
worshipped In the temple of the tun-lo- d
at Kphesus, has aroused a great
leaJ of Interest in scientific und
-- journalistic
circles.
The management of the
Exposition which had
tile Kod fortune of securing possession of this best preserved
specimen yet discovered, has
dozens of inquiries concerning
thin and other northern curlousltles
which it is the Intention to place on
inhibition during the great world"?
fair which will take place at Seattle,
Jane 1st to October 15, 1909.
Jn dicussing this matter with Cleo.
W. Oarmack. who It will be remembered Is the discoverer of the Klon--dik- e
gold fields, the greatest placer deposit yet found anywhere, a
curious custom of the aborigines of
AJuHka came to light that bears somewhat on the method by which this
minimal was preserved throughout the
axes.
Few men know the Indian
population
of Alaska better than
4irmack who has slept in their tep-pe- s
and won their respect and friendship In the village the hunting Held
and the council chamber.
3reat herds of mouse and caribou
formerly roamed where the heart of
now
the civilization of the gold-tielis. Along the south shore of the Yukon, along the Klondike, the Pet-lthe White, the Lewes, and the
Stewart rivers great herds found
ideal grazing grounds. The reindeer
moss on which they fed was everywhere In abundance, and the number
of other animals was so great that
the lean wolves found easier food
than by preying upon the herds. In
sunsequence they
multiplied
and
icrew fat. and the Indians coveted
them for their meat, their skins and
their antlers, with which they decorated the hunting lodges.
The meat supply, especially !u
winter, was uncertain, and the brave
frequently found whole herds whose
meat could not be preserved long
ejutugh to be consumed, while other
limes, they had to wander a dozen
winter sleeps before catching
a
glimpse of a herd. This led to a
unique plan of meat preservation.
Along the Yukon and its tributaries
are great hills and cliffs. About the
middle of October the snow begin."
to fall, and continues to fall until in
ome places It is ten and fifteen feet
leep. (ireut avalanches gather, and
at the first suggestion of a winter
thaw, precipitate their hundreds of
thousands of tons of snow down the
hillside burying everything In the
Seattle.
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The Indians had studied the manknew Just
when they were to be expected, and
n what hills they were most liable
to ocur. When this season came
around, the braves formed a large
moose and caribou hunting party and
beat over a wide expanse of country.
When the herd was located, the
killing did not at once begin, as on
furiner occasions. The Iwaves spread
out in a great semi-circland began
i genlly drive the herd. This took
the greatest possible skill and gentleness, as a too vigorous action would
alter the herd over a hundred
.square miles of country and In such
manner that all hunting or driving would be absolutely Imposslrie.
Oently but llrmiy the herd was
driven nearer and nearer the village,
Mid closer and closer to the hill on
which the snow was piled by nature,
ready for Ihe avalanche. When the
braves approached the lodges with
the herd running In advance, the
miuaws were out ready to render
The unlmals by dint of great care
were finally got in such position that
they were surrounded on three sides,
and on the fourth side was the snow-pile- d
hillside. Then the
began to beat tomtoms, the siuav
dogs were
prodded into barking, the braves yelled their hunting cry and even the
children bellied contribute
to
the
noise by raising their shrill voices.
There could be but one result.
The suddenly frightened.
maddened
herd made a wild dash for liberty
only to find the terrible noise on
every side but one.
Out ucross the fatal hillside they
dashed In a body.
The weight of the herd was enough
to set the snow moving. The slide
started, grew from the slr.e of a horse
to that of an elephant, from the size
f an ele.nhant to that of a house.
from the size of a house to that of
a cathedral in less time than it takes
to tell of It.
Ami where was the herd? 'The
gigantic weight of the snow had
swept them on their feel mid burled
them in the heart of the gigantic
snow pile where life soon left them.
All that remained was a vast snow
pile in whose heart a herd of moose
r caribou were frozen solidly. When
the village needed meat. all the
braves had to do was to dig into the
center of this pile till a frozen carcass
was reached, and there
was meat
for alt. One such drive was enough
to supply the tribe a whole winter,
and the enormous bulk of the snow,
the cool repository beneath the shadow of the clirT. and the backward
summer, was such that Ihe meat
could be preserved until lute Into the

ner of the avalanches, and
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politics. Since he was 21
usual,
cago has elected u mayor who is a he was town clerk, court bailiff, depsheriff, state representative and
"character," by which Is meant a mar. uty
state senator successively, and was
of striking individuality.
The cider appointed postmaster by I'resldent
Carter Harrison was a character. Si Itoosevelt in 1905.
was the younger. Mayor Dunne was.
For some time In state politics Uusse
to a certain
extent. Hut Fred A. has been looked upon as the peaceHusse Is more striking as a personalmaker between the city politicians
ity than Dunne.
and the country politicians, between
Husse Is a fat man. a Jolly one. and whom, as in many states, no love is
1" town he has carried several
yet as full of ginger as an athlete I"8-wards in his pocket,
Th-- ;
trained down to the minute.
postmaster who was elected mayor is
People, who have become used to
anything but a bluestocking.
He i pronouncing Mayor's Dunne's name- personally pretty close to the com- - "Dun" have a hard time calling Uusse
mon people, and has seen a lot of anything but "llus."
The slmon- rough and tumble politics. In prl pure Herman pronunciation of the
vate life he is a coal dealer.
doing name Is "Itoosay," but the name Is
further back, he is a chicken und dog generally pronounced "Hussy" by
fancier in his leisure hours.
He Is
There are several other
41 and a bachelor.
pronunciations affected by the uninliusse cannot be hulled as a re itiated.
former.
His life has been one of ; Hubs.- - was born in Chicago.
j

lU'iuarkuble Consul (icneral.
The case of Frank
Stelnhart,
American consul general to Cuba, is a
refreshing contrast to the usual rules
pertaining to political life. While so
many m
trying persistently to
get Into entire
office, Stelnhart Is attempting vainly to get nut of It. Speyer
ft Co., the New York bankers, want
Stelnhart to work for them, und
made a contract for his services at a
salary of $25,000 a year. Hut Uncle
Sam doesn't want to let Stelnhart go.
He knows so many people In Cuba,
has such a thorough knowledge of
conditions there, and Is so altogether
indispensable to American Interests
In the Island, that on three different
occasions the president. Secretary
Taft, and Secretary Hoot have appealed to Speyer & Co.. to let Stelnhart stay In the government service
"Just six months more." He has already been held over eighteen months
in this manner, and it will be most
difficult to replace him when he finally quits the service.
Frank Stelnhart speaks four languages, and has been nicknamed "the
consul of all nations" because of his
ability to help the people of other
nationalities besides his own. His
success has not been accomplished in
the way that most politicians get on.
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Well-Inform- ed

is to kiirn as to the relative standing and reliability of the leading manufacturers of medicinal agents, as the most eminent physicians arc the most careful as to
the uniform (uality and perfect purity of remedies prescribed by them, and it is well
known to physicians and the
generally that the California Fig Syrup
Co., by reason of its correct methods and fierfert equipment and the ethical character of
its product has attained to the high standing in scientific and commercial circles which
is accorded to successful and reliable houses only, and, therefore, that the name of the
Company has become a guarantee of the excellence of its remedy.
Well-Informe-

d

TRUTH AND QUALITY
in every walk of life; and are essential to permanent sucappeal to the
cess and creditable standing, therefore we wish to rail the attention ot all who would
enjoy good health, with its blessings, tr the fact that it involves the question of right
living with all the term implies. With proper knowledge l what U lest each hour
of rectration, of enjouwnt, of contemplation and of effort may 1m; made to contribute
to that end and the use ol medicines disx nsed with generally to great advantage, but
as in many instances a simple, wholesome remedy may Is- invaluable if taken at the
proper time, the California I'ig Syrup Co. feels that it is alike important to present
truthlully the subject and to supply the one er!ert laxative remedy which has won
the apX)val of physicians and the world-wid- e
because
acceptance of the
of the excellence of the combination, known to all, and the otiyinal method of manufacture, which is known to the California
Syrup Co. only.
This valuable remedy has been long and favotably known under the name of
Syrup of Figs and has attained to world-widacceptance as the most excellent ot
family laxatives, and as its pure laxative principles, obtained Irom Senpa, are well
known to physicians and the
of the world to be the lest ot natural
laxatives, v have adopted the more t lalxirate name ot Syrup of Figs and F'lixir of
Senna as more fully descriptive of the remedy, but doubtless it will always Ih
called for by the shorter name of Syrup of Figs - and lo get its U neticial effects always
note, when purchasing, the full name of the Company
California Fig Syrup Co.
plainly printed on the front of every package, whether you simply call lor Syrup of
Figs or by the full name Syrup of Figs and Klixir of Senna as Syrup of F'igs and
Elixir of Senna
is the one laxative remedy manufactured by the California l'ig Syrup
Co. and the same heretofore known by the name
which has given
Syrup of Figs
satisfaction to millions. The genuine is for sale by all leading druggists throughout
the United States in original packages of one iZe only, the regular price ot which
is fifty cents
r bottle.
Fvery bottle is sold under the general guarantee of the Company, tiled with the
Secretary of Agriculture, at Washington, J). C, that the lemedy is not adulterated or
misbranded within the meaning of the T'ood and Drugs Act, June vith, ioob.
Well-informe-
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CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.
Louisville, Ky.
9

PEItSONAIi rnoPERTT
WANTKD.
once,
one
order
tmort
WANTED At
Apply to I'. W. Yunkor.
cook.
Socorro, N. M.
More work for a fjrst-cla- On
WANTKD
Furniture,
Pianos,

Money to

SUPPLIES

San Francisco, Cal.
U S. A.
London, England.

New York, N. Y.

V

lKrT.

and
Toilet Accessories
Itruslies,
Until
Soups,
Nnll
Itruslies, Miinhiim
Scissors,
Corn PlaxU-rs- ,
Wn I'llex,
Creams, Hair Tonhtt,
Shnm
Talcum Powders, Toilet Waters
i:te, Kte.

T)AX8.

loan

Organs,
Horses, Wagons and other Chattelej
also on SALARIES AND WARM-HOUS- E
RECEIPTS, as low na
and as high as $200. Loans are
quickly made and strictly private.
Time: One month to one year given.
Goods remain In your
possession.
Our rates are reasonable. Call and
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
In home
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
day und
31E West Railroad Ave.
AlexanPRIVATE OFFICES.
Chicago,
Open Evenings.
ss

hand laundry. Lace curtains a
specialty. Satisfaction guaranteed.
QS West TIJeras avenue. (Colored.)
WANTKD
Ladies wanting stylish
millinery and dressmaking, call on
Miss Crane, 512 North
Second
street. Prices low.
Also apprentices wanted.
'Phone 944.
WANTKD
Position by male stenographer and bookkeeper. Age 27.
Kxpcrlcnced. Hood recommendations and references. Address box
12.

A

lbuiuerue.

Person to travel
13.60 per
expenses. Address. Joseph
der, 125 Plymouth Place,

W A NTKD

territory; salary
III.

tit

WANTKD

Let us Supply You

o
The HIGHLAND

.1.

BACHELOR.

KIAT. a run. t,

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

BATH

World Fulfills Prophecy Made
In His Youth.

OUT A3

GINGERY
THEIR

TI

!!:

REFRIGERATION
PRACTICED BY

EVENING CITIZEN.

PHARMACY

secondGentleman's
hand clothing. No. 516 South Firat
street, south of viaduct. Send address and will call. It. J. Sweoney,
proprietor.
I OH KENT.
Foil HKNT Furnished rooms and
Wo liavo about $3,000 to lonn In
tents. 413 South Broadway.
Foil HKNT llooms for light house- - suing o. $1,00 or les on real estat
keeping, 40S North Second street.
sccuiilj u. g per cent. (
ui
FOIl II K N T pTeasa n t . weinfuTnish-e- d
rooms, near business center;
rates reasonable.
Corner Sixth
and R allroad. Apply at rea r.
Foil KENT Furnished or not, one
of the nicest and shadiest
eight-rooresidences In the
city, near City park; large barn.
Call ut room 11, Grant block. P.
F. McCanna.
216 West Gold Ave.
I OH SALR.
FOIl SALE A good big cow. will be
fresh soon. See Oeorge K. Neher.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Foil SALE Party will sacrilice typewriter, good as new.
Address
Typewriter, care Citizen office,
Foil SALE A 14x16 tent house:
cheap.
Inquire 724 East Grand

MONEY

two-stor-

Itnlliling. Cor.
Occidental
Kail rood Ave. anil Ilroatlway.
Id To

TO

LOAN

y,

POR TERFIELD CO.

m

He doesn't "mix" much in the general sense of that word. During the
nine years that he has lived in Havana he has never been Inside any
of the numerous threat era in that
city. He never dines out, but always goes home to be with his family. His success and popularity are
avenu.
based solely on the fact that he Is
go.
Mr. FOIl
business from the word
SALE Thoroughbred
Jersey
bull, coming four. Address or InStelnhart has been in the service of
the war and state departments for
quire of J. C. Bemenderfer, 6 miles
twenty-fiv- e
years. That he comes of
south of Albuquerque.
capable official stock is shown by FOIl SALE At the "Variety"
you
the fact that his grandfather was
will Hnd fine home made bread, Be
chief of police of Munich until he
a loaf; doughnuts,
pies baked
died at the age of 101.
beans, soup und other good things
strictly home made. Phon 710.
Mrs. Downs, SOU South Arno St.
CJrontest Woman Violinist.
SALE The Claude eiiiard
Miss Maud Powell is the greatest Foil
property on Mountain road, first
woman violinist. She Is famous because she Is a great artist, and she
house west of acequia, near SixIs great because she measures up to
teenth street. Inquire on premises
the standard of violin playing estabor at 300 North Proadway.
lished by vlrtuos of the highest rank,
any
being
Cured of Klieumatisni.
without
allowance
made
Mr. Wm. Henry of Chattanooga,
for the fact that she Is a woman.
"She Is a blood descendant of Spohr." Tenn., had rheumatism in his left
wrote a distinguished critic of her arm. "The strength seemed to have
last winter, "when she tucks her fid- gone out of the muscles so that u
dle under her chin, she makes a was useless for work," he says. "I
solemn reverence before the altar of applied Chamberlain's Pain Balm and
music and officiates as priestess In wrapped the arm in flannel at night,
the temple." Miss Powell was born and to my relief I found that the pain
In Peru, 111.
Her father was Welsh, gradually left me and tho strength
and his knowledge of music was lim- returned. In three weeks the rheuhymns that matism had disappeared and has not
ited to the
If troubled with
were "lined out" by the preacher. since returned."
Her mother, however. Is musical, rheumatism try a few application! of
though she never had an opportunity Pain Halm. You are certain to be
to have her talent cultivated.
She pleased with the relief which it afsays that she has achieved through fords. For sale by all druggists.
her talented daughter what she was
Our ROUll DKT work aon's have
never able to do herself.
Miss Powell studied with the great- to be washed over. Imperial Launest living violin teacher, Herr Joao dry Co.
seventy-fiv- e
him, who Is inv past
years of age. and still teaching In
Ilerlln. He was a harsh master, and
TO
rarely failed to make his pupils cry
when they came to him for instruction.
Miss Powell always answered
with spirit when he spoke roughly to
her, and ho paid her back by giving
GOVERNMENT
her harder lessons thati any of the
rest. She always made It a point to
master what he gave her, and so the
lessons became harder and harded.
Finally on Tuesday he gave her the
"Moto Perpetu6" of Paganini to make
ready for Friday. It was an almost
impossible task, but she set to work Fear That Special
Interests of
not only to master It for him, but to
give him a little surprise as well.
Employes could Not
When she came for her lesson she
closed the music and stood reudy to
be Swung
Play.
He askeil her with an unbelieving grin if she expected to play It
from memory, thinking it would be
(By Martin A. Knapp.)
a farce of short duration. She nodOne objection to the government
ded an affirmative, and before the
piece was half over the skeptical ownership of railways is the danger
party control of
master was sitting forward on the of abuse through
edge of his chaJr, showing in every such vast properties, representing so
way his nnxlety that she should not largo a share of the wealth now in
break down. After that he offered private hands, and the enormous votno more sarcastic comments.
and ing strength of a million or more of
lullway employes. That this objecthey got on famously.
tion Is a serious one cannot be denied.
Such experience as we have
A F.illlllod 1rnpli-e.v- .
When old Dominie Hodges, a Vale had Is sufficient to relieve our appreman, found himself In the barrens of hension. True, there is now a conKentucky In the early '50's out ot siderable army of government emmoney and out of a Job, he applied ployes, and their influence upon the
at the home of one of the prosperous results of elections is scarcely apprebut what would happen, for
farmers of the "Chicken Urlstle" ciable;
neighborhood for a night's lodging. the time being at least, if all the railway
employes
of the country suddenHodges knew Iatln and Greek, and
ly became government servants, none
mathematics. The farmer hud a son can
safely predict We may believe,
14 years old and a nephew 12. Hodges was engaged to tutor the boys. however, that the nature and magKugene was the elder und Will the nitude of their work would so emyounger. Kugene excelled in history phasize the necessity of stringent
and the humanities Will wns always civil service rules, and popular senfar ahead In mathematics. When the timent would do so emphatically, constorm of the Civil war was about to demn any attempt to use the railway
break, the scholarly Hodges wanted employes for political purposes that
to go back home to spend his old the danger In this direction would
age.
He took sorrowful leave of his be far less than many Imagine and
two pupils, and addressed his patron would not be long in disappearing.
concerning them. "Kugene," he said, For myself, I do not regard this ob"will know more than anybody about jection as serious enough of itself to
history, but he will never have mon- decide the question in favor of private
ey. Will, however, can do any kind ownership.
This view is confirmed by the faot
of business, and he will be a rich
that railways now exert a powerful
man."
Nearly half a century has gone, and often decisive Influence upon puband Metcalf county, Ky., knows those lic affairs. That influence is not contwo boys as its most distinguished fined to the control of votes upon
sons.
one of them Is William H. election day, but extends to the conNewman, president of the New York duct of primaries, the organization
Central L.ines. and the highest sal- and sometimes the corruption of legaried railroad man In the world, re islative bodies, Ihe selection of apceiving Ill's, 000 a year. Eugene is pointive officials of every grade, and
enactment and administration of
known all over the country by his the
loeal, state and national laws.
It is
e
of Savoyard.
His enter always
alert, aggressive, selfish; it is
taining essays on political subjects
unscrupulous
sometimes
demoraand
show a wonderful fund of Informalizing to the last degree. We may
tion, but he Is not rich like his cousgovernment
in.
Thus have the prophecies of old well question whether any
clrcum-tance- s
ownership would under
Dominie Hodges been fulfilled.
introduce into American poll-tic- s
a more vicious or dangerous force
Amcrim'Ss Host Hymn Writer.
Mrs. Joseph K. Knapp Is the best than railways now exert
known hymn writer In the t'nited
Knapp will
Tomorrow. Chairman
States. She lives In beautiful apart- discuss
the effect of public ownership
ments at the Hotel Savoy, New York, on competing
sections of the counand her suite of ten rooms Is rich in try. Editor.
rare tapestries.
costly
oriental fittings, and suggestions of
r.gyptian gorgeousucKS, modified by
modern taste. In the room known as
Ihe "Sunshine Melody Hower" Mrs.
Knapp has entertulned many distinguished people, and has given many BkJ swert pple. with noma poopta. hrinf
relief lor t oustiition.
With othr,
artistic entertainments. Here is the prompt
sll whrat tnri will hav llifl wmseDuct.
organ where she composes her hymns coar
Katuru undoubtedly hot a vecetuoin remedy to
bishops relieve every bailment known to man, if physician
and cantatas.
Presidents.
and literary people have been among can but Hnd Salum't way to health. And thi is
to Constipation.
her guests, and have fell themselves ttrikiiifly true with
bark of a certain tree in California
honored at the attention
of this TheSarada
offer a most rxnellent aid to tin
gifted woman. Her talent for rhym- eara
hut. combined with Kgypliaa rVnna. blip.
ing und hymn writing came early. In end.
per Elm Bark. Solid Extract of Pruned,
etc., thU
fact, her lirst lyric. "Uetter Hub Than aame Catcara bark it given lu create poasiufa
power to oorreet
A toothsome
Kust," was penned when she was 9 Candy
Tablet, called
is now made at llw
years old.
Dr. bunop Laboratories, from lliit ineeiiuoiu and
most eflwtiva prescription. Iu effacl on t onsil.
Doing HiislnoKs Again.
Ktioo, Biliouuiesa. bour Ktoniach Had Brwih.
"When my friends thought I was aalUyllifCompUiioa, etc., i indeed prompt aud
on
to
world,
about
take leave of this
Mo
no unpleasant after effects are ex.
account of indigestion, nervousness pertanoed.
and Lax-eare put up in beautiful
and general debility," writes A. A. ULhngrapued metal boxua at 5 ctuu aud
osuta
Chisholm, Treadwell, N. Y.. and when per box.
For aomethlng new, nice, economical and
it looked as if there was no hope affecbTtt,
try a box of
left, I was persuaded to try Electric
Hitters, and I rejoice to say that they
are curing me. I am now doing business again as of old, and am still
gaining daily." itent tonic medicine
on earth.
Guaranteed by all drug"ALL DRUGGISTS"
gists. 50c.

poiitiSTsTSct

pen-nam-

bric-a-bra- c.

Constipation

".

Lax-et-

.
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ILax-e- ts

We Want

.
:i

MACHINIST
CARPENTERS,
HELL-BOY-

S.

COOKS,

2
2
I
5

STONE MASONS,
IRON MOLDER,
HOUSE GIRLS,
Wo furnish clerical help a
Kpoflally, freo to (lie employee
Itookkccrx-rs- ,
Stenographers,
Tyinnvriters, Clerks, etc
SOUTHWESTERN
EMPLOYMENT AGENCY,
Phone. 807. No. 110 S. Sec. St.
LAWYERS.
Ira M. Bond.
ATTORNEY AT LAW 11 V at
N. W., Washington, D. C.
Pension.
iana patents,
copyrights,
caveats,
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
"
It. v. IV II- -. ...
ATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquerque, N. M. Office,
First National
Bank building.
E. W. Dobson.
ATTORNEY
AT T.iW
rm- Cromwell block, Albuquerque. N. M."
DENTISTS.
R. J. E. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 2 and 3, Barnett buildlna.
over O'Riellv's dm
di
No. 744. Appointments made by mall.

No.

Edmund J.

Alm-- r.

306 Railroad

n. n a

avenue. Office
a. m., to 12:38 d. m.: l is
p. m. to 6 p. m. Both Dhonu.
an.
polntments made by mall.
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon.
Occidental Life Building. Tele-pho886. Albuquerque, N. M.
DK. li. L. IIUST.
Office,
N. T. Armljo BId.
Tuberculosis
treated with High
Frequency Electrical
Current and
Germicide. Treatments given each
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
nurse in attendance. Both phones.
DRS. ItRONSON & BRO.VSOrV,
Homeopaths.
Over Van's Drug Store. 'Phone
wmce and residence. 628.
hours,

9

ne

6-- 8,

When your animals are sick you
need a good veterinary surgeon. Call
"P the old reliable. Phone No. 64 2
UNDERTAKER.
Auto, phone 318.
Colo., RedlH
A. BORDERS.
Commercial Club building.
Filaak
or White hearse, it.
AHCHn'ECTS
F. W. Spencer. Rooms
7
Barnett building, Albuquerque. N. U.
Both phones.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
48-4-

Thos. K. D. Maddlson.
Office with W. B. Chllders.
West Gold avenue.
11A1K DKESSKU A5D
CUIKOHO-DISMrs. Bambini, at
288 West Railroad

her parlors.

T.

No.

avenue. Is pr.
pared to give thorough scalp treatment, do hair dressing, treat corn,
bunions and Ingrowing nails. She
gives massage treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation of complexion cream builds up
the skin and Improves the complexion,, and is guaranteed not to
Injurious. She also prepares a behair
tonic that cures and prevents dandruff and hair falling out; restorn
life to dead hair; remove
moles,
warts and superfluous hair. Also sj
face powder, a freckle cure and pini
pie cure and pile cure. All of thee
preparations
are purely vegetable
compounds. Have Just added a vibrator machine for treatment of
scalp, face and cure of wrinkles. It
Is also used for rheumaticm, pains
and massage.
(

s Cough Heino.1) Aids
nature.
Medicines that
aid nature are always most effectual.
ough Remedy acts on Chamberlain's
this plan. It
allays the cough, relieves
the lungs,
uids expectoration, opens tho
tions, and aids nature In restoringsecrethe
system to it healthy condiUon. Thousands, have testified to its superior
excellence. For sale by all druggists.
lianilM-rlui-

n

Reduced
Railway Rates
To all points Railroad Tickets
bought and sold. Moore's TU'Cet
Officv, 113 West Railroad avenue.
Only member of American Ticket Brokers' Association In Albuquerque, N. M.
Correspondence
solicited.

APRIL t.

TrtTRSIMY.

US T REDUCE
EXPENSE OF
LIVING
30.000 Federal Employee to
Start Co operative Store
In Washington.
ANANIAS

ROOSEVELT

IS GROWING

CLUB

Porto Rlcans Satisfied With American Brand of

WanhinRtfin,

D.

C. April

rrpent high cost of

9.

The

living, constantly

inrrtasing rents, and the general enIn the coot of all articles
nnndoil In the household, have driven
the thirty thousand tr more government clerks of Washington to underexperiment which
take a
hancement

will be followed with great Interest by

economists and studentB of sociology
over the United States. The de
partment
guild
has
Kprung into existence, and It will be
conducted on approximately the nam
lines as those which form the basis
of the army and navy and civil serassociations
vice reform
in London. These organizations have
not
reputation
attained world-wid- e
mi v for the vastness of their financial
disbursements, but bucause of the
great benefits which have nccrued to
their members. The department co
operative association Intends to run
mores at which will be sold everything from a shoe string to a grand
The essential features of the
Piano.
guild are Bet forth In a statement as
follows:
"The society Is to be run for the
benefit of Its members, and it will be
the aim of the organizers to make
such provision as will prevent the
control falling Into the hands of a few
persons.
It Is further proposed that all
gr.ods Khali be sold at the prevailing
market prices. At the same time pro
vision will be made whereby th)e
nu mbers will receive a periodica! re
turn of approximately ninety per cent
of the net profits accruing from their
purchase, the remaining ten per cent
bting used as a sinking fund for the
further advancement or tne society.
Aside from this feature there will be
uti annual dividend for all stockhold- tk or members.
"The permanent governing body of
directors will be elected from the
hcvcral departments of the govern
ment with a view to giving such ie
partment complete representation.
"It will be the aim to secure the
services of a general manager who
has experience. unquestionable in
tegrity, and executive ability, as It Is
well understood that ultimate success
or failure of the enterprise depends
on the management.
"The stores of the society will bo
centrally located, and while it is ex
pected to start with but one or two
departments, others will be added
from time to time.
Washington Is believed to be the
highest price city In which to live
of any In the United States. The
community Is uniformly prosperous
throughout the year. In lean as well
as in fat times, owing to the fact that
Uncle Sam never reduces wages or
runs on short hours. Local dealers
in meats, groceries, drugs and other
articles of every day necessity work
under trust principles that would
turn
make Rockefeller or Armour
green with envy If they knew the
government
army
clerks
facts. The
of
residing here made an effort to secure
Increased salaries at the last session
of congress; the lawmakers turned
their request down, and the clerks
therefore decided to band together In
an effort to reduce expenses. The co
operative plan was decided upon as
the most feasible. The department
guild, which will soon
be ready for busluess, is the result.
The Roosevelt Ananias club, com
posed of men more or less distinguish
ed whose veracity has been attacked
by the president Is growing In mem
btrshlp.
E. H. Harrlman, the rail
road king, has just been lugged Into
the organization by his heels, as his
letter to Kidney Webster In which he
charged that the president had sought
I

SHORT TALKS BY
L. T. COOPER.
LIVER TROUBLE.
A dull. etufg'ish liver always brinis
dull, sluggish feeling to ths entire body.

n ncn me liver
blood courses
works properly the

through tbe body in
a bright red stream
When tbe liver ia
inactive the blood
becomes dull and
muddy and it ia
full of poisonous

matter.

A treat man
people try to get
one, clear, pink and
white complexion
by rubbing things
M1CHABI. SILC
on their facet. They
might rub a life time
and the lame yellow complexion would
Only
remain for the liver causes it.
bright, red blood brings fine complexions.
Blood loaded with impurities from the
liver sends the impurities out through the
pores ot the skin and turns tbe akin
brownish yellow.
To get rid of the dull, heavy feeling and
muddy, yellow complexion get the liver
:o working again. 1 wo bottles of Coon
er's New Discovery will do this nine
fimes out of ten though sometimes it
takes four or hve bottles.
Here's what a man who tried it ssys
"My health bad been poorly ior several
years. My face was yellow and covered
with pimples, I was bothered constantly
with chronie constipation, had little or no
appetite and could not sleep well at night.
I became weak and lost all ambition. 1
tried many different medicines but nothing,
seemed to help me until I began taking
Cooper's New Discovery. It seemed to
help me at once. Now, after I have taken
several bottles I feel entirely well. My
face is clear, I sleep well, have a good
appetite and am quite myself again."
"I am deeply grateful for my restored
health." Michael Silk, 24 Kentucky Ave.,
Indianapolis, Ind.
We sell the famous Cooper medicines.
THE

luratr
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CO.

Socoud St. and Railroad Ave.

to Induce Mm (Harrlman) In 1M
to assist In raising a campaign run a
for the republicans was published. It
Is understood, without
his consent,
rhe president, however, declared that
and malici
a
wilful
Hnrrlman uttered
ous untruth, and added that a shorter and more expressive word might
be used to nt the case. Judge ai- on H. Tarker, democratic candidate
for the presidency In the last natlona'
campaign. Is one of the prominent
members of the Ananias ciuo. Airo- lously false." was the phrase used
bv the president In describing the
charge of Judge Parker, made on the
eve of the 1904 election, that the republicans had been guilty of blackmailing corporations In an effort to
collect funds with which to fill the
war chest.
Former Lieutenant Governor Whit
ney, of Massachusetts,
the
Joined
Ananias club before anybody else.
He Is Its charter member. He went
up to the white house one tine day
to talk about the tariff.
He came
away and attempted to explain the
president s views on the subject of
he tariff and reciprocity.
hat Mr.
to the
Whitney said, according
president, was not so. John P. Wal- ance went down to Panama to build
He quit In a
the isthmian canal.
huff one day, and came back to the
Jnited States alleging bad faith, etc.
He was proposed for membership to
Iht Ananias, was accepted and
promptly enrolled among Its mem
got his as
bers. I'oultney Hlgelow
result of statements he made about
toward
policy
he administration's
the Isthmian waterway.
The case of Bellamy Storer Is
known of all men. Storer was in the
diplomatic service. He been me en- angled In Catholic church aflatrs. in
an effort to make Archbishop Ireland
cardinal. The affair became pub
followed
lic property, complications
and "my dear Bellamy" was told to
stand not upon the order of his go
ng, but to go at once from the dip- omatic service. Bellamy went. Later
he lost his temper, and gave publicity
o some correspondence in which he
sought to prove that the president
was as much Interested in making
John Ireland a member of the house
of cardinals as he was. Storer got
the worst of it. After the thing was
over It was generally acknowledged
that he was entitled to a place In that
famous organization
that has no
headquarters and never meets, known
as the lloosevelt Ananias club.
There are other members of the
club, among them Gaston Hlchard. a
French Journalist, who faked an In
Now
terview with the president.
Mr. Harrlman, eminent In the railroad world, holding a high position
as a high financier. Is lifted on the
president s boot Into membership In
an organization that may continue to
grow o.i the time for the republican
national convention approaches.
under
Porto Rico Is progressing
American rule and the natives are
more satisfied with the American
brand of government. The commer
cial and financial situation In the island Is satisfactory except as to the
coffee Industry which has never recovered from the damage done by
the hurricane in 1SH9. High prices
prevail In I'orto Rico. Lund values
have gone up. Huslness generally
seems to be nourishing. Tremendous
strides are being made In the production and sale of sugar, tobacco and
fruit, especially oranges and large
nmounts of capital from the United
States and Europe being Invested
At present sugar is the most Im
portant product of Porto Uico. The
acreage planted to sugar cane Is
steadily Increasing, and marked Im
provement In factory equipment
Is
being made. Powerful milling plants
of the most modern type are being
erected, and the entire Industry Is being conducted upon the most scienprinciples.
tific economic
Steam
motor plows and the widely extended
use of commercial
fertilisers are
among the features Indicating the development of the sugar Industry.
The exports of sugar and molasses
for the fiscal year 190ti aggregated In
1G,000, 000, as against
value nearly
less than five and a half millions in
1301; and tobacco, cigars and ciga
rettes, three and a half millions, as
compared with about seven hundred
In
1901.
Tobacco now
thousand
ranks second In importance to sugar
as a product of the Island. There is
an immense acreage of tobacco grown
under cheese cloth, and this acreage
is continually increasing.
EUREKA!
Iji-sI- .
Found what? Why that Chamber- luin's Salve cures eczema and all
manner of itching of the skin. I
have been afflicted for many years
with skin digease. I had to get up
three or four times every night and
wash with cold water to allay the
terrible Itching, but since using this
salve In December, 1905, the itching
has stopped and has not troubled me.
Elder John T. Ongley, Itootvllle,
Pu. For sale by all druggists.
Yen, I

lime IOiiikI It at

FORT BAYARD N. M., MARCH 26
1907. Sealed proposals In triplicate
Zs,
for constructing approximately
000 feet of cement gutters and side
post,
be
will
received
walks at this
here until 11 a. m. May 1, 1907. and
then opened. Information furnished
on application. United States reserves
right to accept or reject any or all
proposals or any part thereof. Envel
opes containing proposals should be
endorsed "Gutters and Sidewalks"
and addressed to Capt. S. P. Vestal,
Quartermaster.
o
The Price of Health.
price
"The
of health In a malarious
district is Just 25 cents; the cost of a
box of Dr. King's New Life Pills,
writes Ella Slayton, of Noland, Ark.
New Life Pills cleanse gently and lm
part new life and vigor to the sys
tern. 25c. Satisfaction guaranteed at
all druggists.

CITIZEN.
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"DIVINE SARAH" IN FIRST GREAT

Do You Need

Lawn Mowers, Garden Rakes and
Hoes, Rubber Hose, Cotton Hose.

INTERVIEW SAYS MRS. FISKE

US

IS LEADING AMERICAN ACTRESS

I

AlDlVUOVUE,

that

think of the material
the I'nited States?

arm-chai-

Foundry and

Albuquerque

In

drawn up between
her
the Louis XV muruetterie and bronae
desk at which she writes and the
great log lire which she keeps roaring in the study of her home whenever the weather permits the slightest
excuse for feeling chilly.
"When I was on my last American
resumed,
Bernhardt
tf.ur." Mine.
"quite a number of girls came asking permission to recite before me,
so that 1 might Judge if the stage
Every
held uny future for them.
single one of them had some truly
line quality In her and If you had
to hear many girls from all parts of
Ihe world recite, as I do. you would
appreciate what this means and what
a tribute It Is to native histrionic art
in the United States. American girls
have, to begin with, one essential
thing In their favor they all have
Brace and charm, and most of them
have beauty, too: add to this personal magnetism and the power of verbal expression and there you have
united everything which the actress
can need.
"tint American giiis labor under
the lack
one serious disadvantage,
of a national conservatory.
"When they are over twenty they
make up their minds that they would
like to be actresses, and they then
start work on the stage; but It takes
some years for them to acquire the
elements of their profession, and they
have passed the formative age before
they have become thoroughly familiar with what they are to do or to
ivold.
"In France girls enter the conver- vatory at fourteen or fifteen; by the
time they are nineteen they have mas
tered the rules, they have learned
tustr. and. above, all, they know howto manage their voices.
"This is the crucial thing tor the
young actor or actress. Many break
or wear their voices before reaching
the ueiiod when they are really cap
able of using them, anil then there
I now
Is nothing more to be done.
have in my conservatory class a girl
of exceptional parts, but whose voice
leaves her little hope of achievement.
Itefore coming to me she played in
the provincial theatres nnd tried to
till them without knowing how; so
now her organ breaks and rasps con- stn ntly.'
Yet we have excellent uctresses.
conservatory or no conservatory." 1
ventured.
"Yes; but they would have been
better for It. Take Julia Marlowe, for
Instance. 1 might cite her as one
of the cases which have shown me
most dearly the necessity for a na
tional training Institution for Ameri
can actresses, when I first saw tier.
things from
I exrjected
wonderful
her, and was confident that she would
develop Into one of the greatest of
dramatic artists.
"She had the true qualities of grace
ind distinction; and furthermore an
exqultite physique which pleased me
so that It probably had much to do
with my favorable Impression or her.
When I last saw her, nowever i
must say It was several years ago
it seemed to me that for some rea
son the whole of this promise had
not been fulfilled. I could not analyze
the precise reason for this Impres
sion of mine; the fact that she was
considerably stouter may have had
something to do with it; but I think
that a nart of the lire had gone, too,
and this I attribute to lack of early
classical training."
"Then we could find no one among
In

ill

IN. IN.

CX34DK)404K4KD4DC

you have more talent there
than Is to be found almost anywhere
else!" While repeating and answering my question In the same breath.
Mine. Sarah Bernhardt leaned back
Why,

RIGHT PRICES

J. KORBER & CO.

STATEMENT
F.XTUAoniMNAHY
IIY WORLD'S MtWT
I'AMOIS
AMERICAN
STAGE AKTIST
(UKI.S HAVE FIXE DRAMATIC
gi'AMTIES NEED OF NATIONAL CONSERVATORY AMI
"What do
for actresses

BEST OF QUALITIES
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WEST RAILROAD AVENUE NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.
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First Class Wines Liquors and Cigars
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FRATI
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MONROE
SI

TKLKPHONK.

04oor.
The St. Elmo
Finest Whiskies

MM
SARAH HKRMl IUT.
From One of I lie Most lkNiiiliriil and Dramatic Pliolograpli
OF Urn World's (ircatcst Actress.

our own actresses to drill the younger generation?"
"On the contrary you have one very
great artist who would set an admir
able example; and there are a num
ber of others each good In his line.
Mrs. Flske I consider unquestionably
the first among your dramatic artists:
she has an excellent training, strong
inspiration, powerful magnetism: she
is furthermore clever, and a profound
thinker. One can feel that nothing Is
accident with her, but she goes down
into tne psychology of her lnpersona-lion- s.
I must say that she occasion
ally appears to me a little Inartistic;
certain attitudes, movements and In
tonations might even be called common, there Is too much of the 'bour- geolse' about her; but this does not
keep her from being a very great
actress.
"Then there is Richard Mansfield.
an actor who stands out among the
very best; and John Drew, whose talent is remarkable.
All these and
some others, would render valuable
strvices In the American conserva
tory which I dream of seeing found
ed. If I can help with it. I shall, as
I am sure many of my French colleagues would; but we could only give
occasional lectures, as the language

Ever

Matlo

Wines, Bran dies. Etc.

J JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop'r.
0 West Railroad Avenue

SAMPLE A NO
CLUB NOOMB

(12

would be an Impediment.
"England could render you more
suvlce than France In this. Mrs,
Kendal and Lady Bancroft would do
admirably as exponents of their two
categories of acting. Falling the con
servatory, budding American actors
and actresses would do well to follow
a course In Paris, as students In painting music do, since In France we
have an artistic atmosphere centuries
old. and art cannot thrive and develop
without its atmosphere.
"Rut the United States Is capable
of forming this atmosphere, slnce.lt
already has the talent, and It Is wor
thy of being Independent in this as
In everything else.
After the conservatory, there will be another thing
to found a national theatre. When
1 was in America
I talked about this
with Mr. Conreld, so eager was I to
see it started.
It Is Inadmissible that
the American government, always to
the fore in questions bearing on the
public good, and ever an example to
Europe, should keep Its eyes closed to
art. the most powerful of mediums
for teaching the public.
Paris. April 8.
NOTE Following is the lirst of Um
tlircH InKiallmc-ntof Uut ItoriiluirUt
Interview.

Our Prices

1

000oa

Our Work

are right

,

All Kinds

Commercial Printing

right

Haying Added Large Invoices of New Type Faces
and Latest Styles of Papers, We Can Please You
AH Kinds of Pamphlet and Catalogue Work

The Fireman's Fund Insurance Com
pany of San Francisco, Cat.

SPREE COSTS SANDOVAL

$10

Notwithstanding its tremendous losses in the Hun Francisco disaster,
this veteran company has been restored to splendid financial strength.
It's stockholders have paid Into the company an assessment of over

MORE THAN

$2,000,000

PRICE OF DRINKS

IN' CASH.

At no time since the San Francisco disaster of April

Caesar Sandoval, the native, who
Sunday by Officer Bab-be- tt
for being drunk and disorderly,
but who told Police Judge Craig yes
ttiday tiial he wasn't drunk, but aim
; ly intoxicated, was fined 610 at the
a o'clock police court yesterday evenAccording to
ing, which he paid.
the evidence heard Sandoval enUred
night, be
Saturday
saloons
coining so Intoxicated that he decided
to quarrel and fuss with everyone he
met. In one place he called a native
a vile name and was Immediately
knocked down.
After hearing the testimony of the
arresting officer. and the saloono
keeper, which clearly proved that
NOTICE FOR PURLICATIOX.
Sandoval had tmblded a little too
Department of the Interior, Land much boose, Judge Craig, said:
"Now what do you have to say for
Oltiee at Santa Fe. N. M., March 26
yourself'.' Do you still say you wasn't
1907.
Notice Is hereby given that George drunk?
"Well. 1 was only half drunk," anKirochlma, of Laguna, N. M., has
filed notice of his intention to make swered the native, which caused the
proof In support of hU court to exclaim:
final five-ye"10, or ten days on the streets.'
claim, viz.:
Homestead entry No
6843, made September 12, 1902, for
NW
SV 4 NW M and
the N
HMHIU
;etk HOUR.
NW V4 SW hi. section 18, township
7 N, range 4 W, and that said proof
At
l,
this time of year, says a
will be made before Sllvestre Mlra-ban
authority, the KidU. S. Court Commissioner at San
neys become weak, clogged and
Rafael. N. M.. on May 6. 1907.
Inactive, failing to filter out
He names the following witnesses
the poisons and acids, which
to prove his continuous
residence
sour the blood, causing not
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
only
facial and bodily erupvtz: Charles Carr, Iorenzo Romero,
tions, but the worst forms of
Juan Pa lie, Jose M. C'acu, all of LaNervous
and
Rheumatism.
guna. N. M.
troubles,
Stomach
liackachi
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Urinary
painful,
annoying
and
Register.
o
afflictions.
It is worth anyone's time now
Kitten by a Spider.
Through blood poisoning caused by
to get from Home good prea spider bite, John Washington, of
scription pharmacy
the following Ingredients:
Fluid Exl:o.s.uevllle. Tex., would have lost his
leg, which became a mass of running
one-haDandelion,
tract
sores, had he not been persuaded to
ounce; Compound Kargon, one
try Itucklin's Arnica Salve. He writes:
ounce; Compound Syrup Sarsa-parill"The lirst application relieved, and
Mix by
three ounces.
four boxes tiealed sill the fores."
shuklng well In a bottle and
Heals every sore. JSc at all
take in teapoouful doses aft-- r
ynur meaU and at bedtime.
mix.
This simple home-mad- e
The ii.ildwln Refrigerators at
will force the Kidneys to
ture
Nothing
trello's.
better made,
so they
healthy
normal,
action,
guaranteed.
will filter and strain all uric
acid and poisonous waste matfiontle unit Effective.
ter from the blood, and expel
A well
known Manitoba editor
this in the urine, at the name
writes: "As an Inside worker I find
time restoring the "full blood
Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver
count" that Is, 93 per cent
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1906, have Its

agents or policyholders been left unprotected or uncared for.
Through the medium of a new Corporation, the safety of Its outstand

ing policyholders has been secured and guaranteed.
All losses that have occurred since the San Francisco conflagration
have been paid promptly in full and in cash.
The Company has paid and discharged on account of the San Francis
co conflagration, the enormous sum of of
10,800,000.
BEING THE
LARGEST AMOUNT OF LOSS EVER SUSTAINED BV ANY' INSUIt- ANOK COMPANY IX THE HISTORY OF UNDERWRITING.
X)MP.NY now
The rehabilitated FIREMEN'S FUND INSURANCE
presents to Its Agents and to the public the following statement of Its fi
nancial condition
ASSETS.
Honds.

Stocks. Mortgages and other Approved Securities

61.772. 374. 38
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The Citizen Publishing Co.
Albuquerque, New Mexico

LIABILITIES.
Reserve for Additional Dividend to San Francisco Claimants. 6 650,000.00
291,653.00
Reserve for Outstanding Losses
2,702.606.75
Reserve for Unearned Premiums on Outstanding Policies
1.600,000.00
Capital stock PAID I P IN CASH
628,114.63
Net Surplus
IB.772,374.28
Total
SURPLUS To POLICYHOLDERS
62.12. 114 53
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Machine Works
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Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron
JQ
Fronts for Buildings.
nmmmtr on Mining mnd Mill Mmchlnmry m Bpmolmltr
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. M.
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ALBUQUERQUE,
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D. Eakln.

N. M.

President

O. Oloml, Vice President.

321 Gold Avenue
Chu. Mellnl, tocrejUry

O. BachecM,

Tremrer.

Consolidated Liquor Company
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8neces ors to
EAKIN, and BACHECHI A CIOMI.
WMOLKSJkLK DIALmRB IH
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Wines, Liquors and Cigars
Wt

kitp vrytblng la tloek tutfll tbt
mot faitldlous bar complttt

Have been appointed exclusive agents In the Southwest for Jee. ft.
Schlltz, Wm. Lemp and St. Louie A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, W. H. McBrayer'e Cedar Brook, Loula Hunter, T. J. Mon.
arch, and other standard brands of whiskies to numerous te mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But aell tbe s'nUht article as received by n from the beat 1 Uertea.
Distilleries and Breweries In the Vo1td Stat a. Call and lnssaet oar
Stock and Prices, or irrtte (or Illustrated Catalogue and Pries Ust,
Issued to dealers only.

New Mexico's Leading
Afternoon Newspaper
c
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AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVEN-INCITIZEN WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
CIRCULATION COUNTS. o o

G

QLLBUQUERQITE

pa ok rotra

advertise Colorado han begun its campaign by sending
out thousands of copies of a little pamphlet, entitled.
Tho Greater Colorado Spirit," and embodying an ablo
Published Dally and Weekly.
editorial written by former United States Senator T. M.
Patterson. The article, which The Citizen has not seen,
By The Citizen Publishing Company
is ald to be written in the right spirit and fairly
breathes enthusiasm nnd optimistic faith in the great
WILLIAM T. 11IMK1AM,
W. 8. KlUK'Kl.KIS,
Hut, then, Senator
future of the state of Colorado.
Mannprr.
llusines
and
Editor
President.
Patterson never declared advertising his state to be
grs.fl and waste of the people's money.
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Silence l Roldcn. This has ben recognized by the
democratic Morning War Cry. It in too bad that Danny
was so liny pushing that little deal for control of th
bureau of Immigration "that shameless waste of the
people's money, which ought to be abolished" that he
reply
could not Ond time to give even n
'
to the uestVons of most vital Interest to the people.
The Cltlsen regrets It Just aa deeply us does the publlj
t large. Danny's explanations and statements are so
Interesting.
He might at least have again shown Ihe
Animus of The Citizen's position on this little bureau of
immigration graft which he and his man Hening framed
tip. The Citiwn never knew before Just why It had
Neither did the dear conopposed Danny's Httle deal.
fiding public which Danny has reformed to the extent
Why couldn't
f about $1,600 a year and trimmings.
Danny have taken a few minutes off from seeing the
members of the bureau and placed himself right with
the people?
Surely It could not be possible that Danny hat
He surely does not mean to quietly
nothing to say?
pocket nil he can at Santa Fe. board a train and return
to Albuquerque, thinking to go on the even tenor of
his way, without even a word of thanks to himself and
a few other good reformers. It would be exceedingly
bad taste and would be Impolite, too. Then there's Th?
Cltlsen. Danny should not lay himself liable to the
unpleasant things that paper might have to say about
him, simply because he had failed to answer a
questions.
The people want to know, and The
Danny said he was
Citixen believes they should know.
for reform, first, last and all the time. It sounded good
for an unconfirmed renegade from the ranks of the
just, like Macpherson, to declare that he had seen the
true light and Intended to brace up and do better. The
public Is kind hearted. It always believes In giving a
man a show. It promptly forgot that little attempt to
aell the city that waterworks system at three times
what It was worth, the forced "divvy" on the county
printing of a few years ago and several other little
matters in Danny's rather checkered political career.
It extended the hand of charity and said: "Danny, reform sounds good to us.
Como on in; the water."
fine."
That was where Danny got his feet wet. He got
beyond his depth and found he couldn't swim. Then
he looked around and saw the other reformers striking
out for the shore, and he called out. "Me too."
The
particular pier that Danny swam towards was the
bureau of immigration. It was a pretty tough stunt to
wade through the slime along that port of the political
river, as the other reformers had passed that way first.
It is no wonder that Danny is pretty well besmeared;
that his feet are wet and that he suffers from cold chills
in the region of the spine. It was rather a cold bath
and the bitter winds of public criticism are hard to
bear.
But all else aside, Danny might yet save the day 'f
he would explain that Henlng Is really a citizen of New
Mexico, a taxpayer, knows something anvthlne- at all
about the territory, and did not throw all that mud of
the past few months for nly $1,600.
Reform is all
right.
There has never been a day In the year nor a
time In history when something to reform could not be
found. However, the mistake Danny made was In not
starting at home. As you live, so shall you die, applies
politically, at least, to Macpherson, reformer of the
other fellow, who made a good start, but fell victim
to the one thing of all he most bitterly condemned. The
dtiiten therefore believes a word from Danny Is in orSo does the public.
der.
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GREAT MISTAKE MADE BY
OHIO'S SENIOR SENATOR
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Senator Foraker strangely mistook one Theodore

One of

Roosevelt, if he issued his challenge to conest with him
for the support of the stnte of Ohio, as a bluff. Thers
was no man ever born who would run faster and risk
more to get into a fight than the president.
Hut, If knowing the president's prediction for ac
commodating a person who Is looking for trouble, he is
trying to play politics at his expense, he strangely mis
took the present temper of the people of this country.
No one Is bothering to Impugn the senator's honesty or
sincerity. That Is not necessary, even If there Is Just
cause.
The fact is that he hus chosen to class himself as
a friend of the railroads and the great corporations. He
was the moving force on their side In fighting the rate
bill, to which it now happens they are clinging as their
best friend to save them from the consequences of their
own folly, and are asking for more.
He has chosen to class himself as the open, rather
arrogant and altogether persistent opponent of President
Roosevelt and of any measure that bore the administration brand. He has made his own pluce: has made it
willfully, preinedltatedly and from preference. He does
not like the president; he is not in sympathy with what
ho stands for and he has the courage of his differences.
He has labored zealously through two congresses to
put the president "In a hole." He now challenges him
to contest Ohio, making the issue Foraker or Taft. He
believes that If he can keep Secretary Taft from securing the Ohio delegation, he will not only defeat his
hopes for the presidency, but that he will at the same
time defeat the nomination of any candidate standing
for the Roosevelt policy.
He will rather do this: He will center national at
tention on Ohio and if it shirks its duty, the other states
will be the more apt to nominate Mr. Taft or some other
candidate who will be as distinctly and openly opposed
to Senator Foraker, his policy and methods, as he will
be avowedly in sympathy with the president.
Neither
Mr. Foraker nor Ohio Is the union and the people have
a growing disgust of the game of politics as played for
the past generation by him and his henchmen. Duluth
News Tribune.

tne four cars
we Had

OUT OF TIIK

OKDIXARY FmNITTmE
rules here (lots of "ordinaries" elsewhere) odd pieces to please the art
lover and make a room look not like
a wareroom but the resort of cultured
people. You are free to see and select even if you don't buy for a month
or more.

: The Cub's Corner
f

mi

What will the answer be?
"You sny you believe In signs?"
"I do. I paint 'em."
j--i

O
One by one our heroes fall,
Danny's sold out. horns and all.
O
It's all off with Albuquerque all
right, all right. If Friday
doesn't

STRONG FEATURES
of our bargains in china, glass and
porcelain ware are their artistic designing, their fine coloring, where
colors are appropriate, their strength,
their full value for the money we ask
you to spend for them. But how are
you going to know of this store's attractions unless you see them? We
request you to see.

on tne road
Has

arrived

F. H. STRONG
STRONG BLOCK

land.
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time to Join the Pittsburg virutel'
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"The public begoldarned."
YeS. And onlv four mnntbv BlnrA
election.
The richest hiimor" In nil lha tvnrM
Is the unconscious traversty of the
Professions! fnnnv miin uhnn ha'm
mad.
0 fntni-Albuouprone
hangs by a slender thread oefore the
members of the hurpnii nf Immtcro.
tlon today.

"Territorial ownership
counter is a failure."
Does Danny want
bloomln bake shop?

of the
the

REFRIGERATORS

whole

Io II! c.o It!

Rake like sin!
May the best mucker get it
The hardest sllnger win.
"When your graft Is busted, howl.
If you can't howl, roar."
From the looks of the War Cry
lately, Danny's got to the roaring
stage.
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"The hammer is mightier than the
gas pipe."
Danny ought to know. How about
the water pipe at three times what
it s worth?
XXXX000XXXX0OOCKXXXXOCXXW
Just think wh.-l-t 0n fnrmlilnhla unrn.
All idots should be chloroformed and put to death! Petltor to Denver ntifl I .rtu Anvalai
dear old Santa Fe could become If it
This is the creed of State Senator Kennedy of Cali could
only have the immigration bu
fornia. He not only believes In his creed, but he Is so reau mere a lew more years.
strongly impressed with its soundness, after an inspection
Wouldn't It be a shame If Dnnnv
of an Insane asylum, that he has declared his intention didn't
get it. He's worked so hard
of introducing a bill at the next session of the Califor and so long with this reward of merit
nia legislature that will provide that all Imbiclles be in view inai u uoes seem like he 8
earned It, as; he claims.
put to death by chloroform.
O
The News no pure rus cough
Is Kennedy right? Should the state take the lives
The Journal's doesn't want to be laws would be needed. If all cough
understood us "objecting in any sense cures were like Dr. Shoop's Cough
of all idots?
to the Course nf Tho fltixon " hut
of government at
Emphatically no. All measures
been for 20 years.
the same time It would like to Cure is and has now
requires that If
should be aimed to elevate the social and moral structure devote three columns to the subject.
The national law
any poisons entet Into a cough mixof the state, the nation and the world. The taking of
be a successful magnate .don't ture, it must be printed on the label
The killing run"To
life, in whatever form, is a step backward.
a newspaper."
or package. For this reason mothers,
evoluanalyslsts
of
of a squirrel is held by the closest
No, Its lots nicer to run Immigraand others, should Insist on having
tion of race and species to be an act that tends toward tion bureaus with the newspaper as Dr. Shoop's Cough Cure. No poison-mara side issued to get the Job and
barbarism lather than away from it. Capital punish- Just
on Dr. Shoop's labels and
hold it for vou.
ment Is held by deep thinkers to be a social evil.
none
in
the medicine, else it must by
0
ANOTHER PHASE OF WHITE
"You can rob some of the people law be on the label. And it's not only
The taking of human life, when viewed from the
the time and till of the people safe, but it Is said to be by those that
The cry of the auctioneer was heard in the halls very broadest standpoint, is unwarranted if there f.i all
of the time but you usually get know it best, a truly remarkable
some
compensate
for which the pinched."
of the house of the late Stanford White. Harry ThuwV some remedy for the evil to
cough remedy. Take no chance, parvictim died owing his business partners $600,000, an human life Is taken. Kennedy may be sincere In his
Wonder if that's what's
making ticularly with your children. Insist on
Danny dance around so these days having Dr. Shoop's Cough Cure. Comhis art treasures were sold to pay the debt. Th't views, but he is entirely at fault.
yelling "ouch! Now you quit."
pare carefully the Dr. Shoop package
fine decorations, purchased at enormous expense, wero
Tho only means by which the state can obliterate
0
with others and see No poison marks
bought with other people's money.
A Danny INulogiic.
Besides being satyr idiocy is to prevent by law the marriage of idots.
safe
"Friday.
what are you doing there. You can always be on the
and libertine, Stanford White was irresponsible in a
In Italy there is a race of mental and physical
Ride by demanding Dr. Shoop's Cough
there?"
Marriages
way,
and
as
say
the "Cretins."
financial
monstrosities known
his friends.
"Please sir. I'm only practicing my Cure. Simply refuse to accept any
within this race have been sanctioned drawing lesson."
This is not strange. Sex dishonor leads to every
other. Sold by all druggists.
"That's right. What do you wish
other.
It undermines the entire character.
Indeed, by the church and a parental government. There are
draw, Friday?"
la so far as moral character Is concerned, the old rulff now In this awful tribe over 2,000 hopeless imbiclles, lo "I'd
XOT1CK.
like to draw that sixteen hunA single law dred pretty well."
holds pretty well: "False In one, false In all." No and the number Is rapidly increasing.
person can be bestial In his animal nature and long re- would, almost within the space of a generation, wipe
that 1
The public Is hereby notified
any
iol'kn.Mj
debts
;i:ms.
for
responsible
lie
not
will
race.
out
in
the
When one violate
other relations.
tain his honor
"As secretary of the bureau of immy wife. Mrs. ErnesWe don't want any slaughter of idiots in America. migration, it will be remembered that contracted by
the highest, holiest sanctities of life every fibre of th?
Cantrel.
moral nature is weakened. It must be so. We are We don't want to step hack to barbarism. The imbiclles Max Frost gave the deputy public tine
EL1H A. CANTREL.
printer,
was
a
himself,
which
printing
laws
of
the
to
not
existence.
The
are
for
blame
way.
their
8. 1907.
April
built that
graft
of some $4,000 out of a total
When the compass is deflected the ship loses Its land are to blame. If we wish to raise mentality of of some $,000 receipts of the public
course and goes to destruction. The crevasse will sure- society by ridding it of its idots, we must resort to law, printer's ofllce."
Danny can beat that
Pshaw! (Iui-h.ly widen and tear down the superstructure of the dam. not to death. The prohibiting of marriage of those some.
Laxity In private morals means the deflected compass mentally unsound is a simple, effectual and humane
0
the opening In the dyke. Fault has been found with remedy.
"(Ireat joke on Tlfter. He'll never
vishear
the
It."
is
claims
of
theology
which
end
that condemnation
the old
"What was It?"
ited upon a single sin. Hut there Is In the old teaching iOOOOOOXX0XXX)0000000000000
"He
bis cook."
niarrieuV
Moral corruption spreads s:$
a profound philosophy.
"1 fall to see any Joke in that.
It
0 looks
Dividends in the other fellow's
REMARKABLE PROCEDURE OF.
to nie like an exhibition of unnaturally as physical corruption.
The speck, if left
pocket on the rent you are
say
wisdom,
usual
nothing
good
to
of
alone, will surely rot the apple. There may be excepWILLIAM RANDOLPH HEARST
paying.
luck."
tions to the rule, but
safe to say that, being false In iXX0X)CXX)X)C0XXXXXKXX0X)OOOi
"Hut the Joke is that after they
one way, the Stanford Whites are false in ail ways.
A small cash payment and
were married she refused to cook,
Mr. William Randolph Hearst, of the l.'lilted States and now they're both trying to find
$20.00 a month will buy a 5
'room house, with bath.
Yesterday there Were distributed in Denver -- 0.00U at large, was bon: to make people sit up and lake a cook."
0
young trees to be planted in that city.
These were a notice This he fully realizes, and. in consequence, ac.s
DITTIKS.
llAXW
gift from the city to the citizens, as they were uuJd. for upon it. The prisident of this land recently advl.-eREALTY CO.,
out of the general tax fund, and were to be Judiciously a body of Harvard students to be robust and strenu- tieorge cut the cherry tree
but in vigor and
With his little axe.
Building.
used In beautifying the city.
Armljo
There was a similar dis- ous, not alone lu physical make-up- ,
ELDER,
J. K.
In worthy emulation
"Do not be mollycoddles," said
tribution last year, and of the trees then planted 60 virility o fthought.
Of the father of the nation
per cent are said to be now alive.
Denver Is well ad- Mr. Roosevelt.
Danny's giving that poor plum tree
Mr. Hearst ha.- - tiled libel suits against liie Chica"
vanced in the spirit of civic Improvement. It has an
Some most terrific whacks.
Miauim damages.
The reason assigi-eOutdoor Art league, the purpose of which is to make Tribune for
Danny Maiunsightly city spots attractive.
for Mr. Hearst's grievance against the Tribune i Kiltie
Last season they sowed
ls on the rack,
a number of lots with grain, where the lots had been that the paper in question printed extracts from Sii - He doesn't
know which to choose
given over to weeds and rubbish. Not only did this reta.ry Kami's famous sjieech, made UHn the ve y So scared to take It.
can't forsake it.
produce a teninaiy substitution of beauty for per- - eve or the late .New York election. t his Mpeecii uu- - Hut Just way
Kitlier
he's afraid he'll lose.
Honfled ugliness, but u number of these beautified spots mittedly turned the tide which finally overwhelmed
were during the season selected for building purposes Mr. Hearst at the polls. Moreover, It was frankly ack Daniel in the lion's den
Albuquerque might well take u lesson from Denver. nowledged to be an inspired utterance and made upon
Was not afraid of beasts or men
Ith the ci iisetit and approval .or could be bribed with pelf.
This city needs a combined movement in th.- matter of the authority of ami
Mexico Cltv anil return $I0.2S, April
Rut our own Daniel Is braver still.
f Mr. Roosevelt.
beautifying and Improving its appearance.
JMh to May IXtli. Limit July 31.
Any "graft" ob be sees he caunol
J. K. Pl'KDY. Agent.
Thus. then, is tin- - country presented Willi the uovi
kill.
lbIt
himself.
Just
for
Is
(
spectacle
libel
i
leading
bused
a
enormous
sum
a
iiKs
suit
of
for an
Hans Schuster
banker
Kecently lie gave his views on the last Hurry In the upon statements of the chief magistrate of the land.
SOCIAL DANCE
How sad to the view is
Wall street stock market.
The substance of his views We do nut bellev.! that history furnishes a parallel Inl ice of poor Danny
The
It is practically carrying to court the case it
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
is that thi-rIs not enough capital to supply the demand cident
I'usillan imous lanny.
Money has become so dear that 7 per ecu: William Randolph Hearst vs. Th'odore Roosevelt
for It.
Wlio's mil for the pie.
How i
ii till to hear
Mr. Roosevelt is believed to hate a dull time
bonds can be bought at ar, arid when that happen..
Are his bowlings and ro.ithms.
COLOMBO HALL DANCING SCHOOL
storks are bound to tumble. It in the old law of supply cordially as any man alive. II is a natural-bor- o
Danny Is m iking
For
.t
pie.-eieilin-lighter,
prospect ahead may bring conand the
and demand. It does not mean
that the count!
A terrible cry.
Ladies Free
Admission 50c
'
pity poor Danny
or thai governmental super siderable Joy to his soul. Cannon to the right of him.
is going to the
So
dough
up
hard
for the
cannon to the left of him, ciinti in all around him
vision of the railed highways Is wrong The country
W hich so long he's been shy.
volley anil thunder!
sound, and the supervision necessary. It merely
The Korakci diilanee is the big
that the development of the country's resources tun light, but there are a gooil many smaller ones lli.it
IIIVK VOIR PHOTO TAKl'X
CUNTS
Mr Hearst wields a tre- NOW. STMI PICTl'HKS
been moving ul too rapid a pace for the money market affect the general situation.
:iC IX .!;
AN1 I P. KODAK I'IN.
Saddle horses a specialty. Best
and will have to go a shade more slowly until the sup mendous power in this country, and If, through
Proprietors of
IMIINti A SPECIALTY. PHOTO PIIj- - drivers In the city.
ply of coin ean catch up.
and his newspapers, he can make out a plausi i.ow x i us on jpani:si: KII.K. "Sadie." the picnic wiigor.
ble case against Mr. Roosevelt, it will mean something. ont woitk is oi R ;cu.NTi:r..
KS
112 John Street
t.OI.O
luring the 111 si quarter or the current year. !'- - There is no doubt about that! Mr. Hearst was .life. li- STAKH S'llDIO.
vi:nii:.
cit
in
York,
high
New
prices for coppi
but the balance of his ticket wen'
the Mining World, the record
In Willi a whoop.
0!)7, 354 in divi
if Mr. Hearst convinces the people
have resulted in the payment of
companies which are directly in tli.it he was martyred in their cause, the New York
dends by twenty-liv- e
terested in mining or are large shareholders in the victory lhat was enthusiastically put down us a "Rooseconcerns velt victory" may prove to have been more ..f a boomUnited States and Mexico. These twenty-fiv- e
dividend erang than anything else.
have declared since their Incorporation
it has been said of Mr. Roosevelt thai he Is very,
amounting to the vust total of J34H.739.183.
Their Is
Door screens as strong as an ordinary door at prices that defy
sued capitalization, varying from $1,000,000 to $153. very unfortunate lu the enemies he makes. If It be
eastern-mad- s
screen doors In both strength and price. Window
Indicating that til fortunate to make an enemy at all, perhaps this is. In
0K7.S00. amounts lo $3!8,ll6y,35o.
screens that are as strong as a door at 7 cents per foot at the
a measure, true. At all events, the immediate future
dividends paid so far are equivalent to !7.4 per cent.
seems pregnant with opportunity
for tho strenuous
The committee of 100 named by the Stale Coinmer apfcstle of modern and progressive republicanism.
to wav ltwinix
viit'i?'
cUl association for the purpose of raising $100,000 to Washington Herald.

Call and See Them.

SHALL IDIOTS BE PUT TO
DEATH BY SPECIFIC LAW?

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.
Albuquerque, New Mex.

-

WILL PAY THE BOY.

I

Call a Messenger and Send Me Your Work.

THE TAILOR

KACKLEY

tlO

ks

Wtst Gold Avenue

The Old, The Genuine, The Incomparable

Chickering & Son's Piano
The exquisite tone and high quality of workmanship and finish have
combined to make these famous instruments the universal
of
those who know.

inter-marriag- es

WHITSON MUSIC CO.
124 South Second
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The Albuquerque Gas,
Electric Light & Power Co.
Corner Fourth and Gold Ave.

-
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Highland Livery

FOR CASH ONLY
AFTER MAY IS
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BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
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FOR SALE BY b. VANN A SON.

FEE'S PEERLESS HOMEMADE
CANDIES, AT WALTON'S DRUG
TORE.

W11KN'

YOC WANT

10

EAT

III. I.

eat with enjoyment and keep well,
provide yourself with rolls or bread
the best kind, the kind we lyike
fresh every day. If you haven't been
in line with the wise ones. Order
if you like.

PIONEER BAKERY,
307 Sou til

First Street.

FKK'S HOT CHOCOLATE. WAL- TON'S Dltl'O STORE.
If yon want rsu!u id fcarertlslui,
tr an Rvenlng Cltlten want ad.
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Westlleld-McDanie-

ners in cooking may work with it
successfully. It makes home baking
easy, and makes nicer, better food
than the baker's. Nothing can be
substituted for it in making, quickly
and perfectly, delicate hot biscuit,
hot breads, muffins, cake and pastry.
Price Baking Powoin

Co.,

Chicago

His Keep
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A pathetic
scene was enacted at
the McBraln home at No. 116 North
yesterday
Walter street
afternoon just
as tho body of E. McBrain, who died
at Coldheld, Nev., was being carried
to the hearse, after the funeral serv
ices, when Mrs. McBraln. the widow
of the deceased, received a telegram
from Vincennes, Imliana, announc
ing the death of her brother-in-laDr. E. W. Hammond.
No particulars
were given in the message.
For a few minutes confusion reign
ed, but Undertaker Strong came to
the rescue ami suggested that the
funeral services of the deceased husband be carried out and the body was
placed in the bourse and conveyed
to Fairview cemetery, where it was
buried. Dr. Hammond, while never
living In Albuquerque, has been a
frequent visitor here In the last several years.
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RAILROADJRACKS
From Page One.)

to the side of the track and the en

gineer told the telegraph operator
that the man had been murdered, as
his throat was cut. Shortly after the
train left Barr for this city, the oper- ilor saw two Mexicans slinking past

the depot, and whether they will be
suspected of the crime, if such was
committed. Is problematical.
that
fact being entirely in the hands of
the coroner's Jury which will in all
probability sit imniedlatly.
A syste.iT. lie examination
of the
native's body was made this morning by I'nderluker Strong In hopes
f finding some paper or card which
would give the name of the man, but
hing was found but a nickel. The
man appeared to be about 35 years
A Santa Fe official viewed
of age.
(he body this morning, thinking that
it might be some employe of the road
but lie said that It was not.
When the body of Werner was ex
amined a bricklayers' union card Is,
sued at Oklahoma City, Okia., was
found, and acting upon that informa
tion a telegram was sent to that cltv
whether Werner lived
ascertain
there. His skull was evidently frac- tureij and there was a bad cut over
one eye.
There were all the marks
upon his body, and the story that he
fell from a train apparently Is the
true version of how be was killed.
Police Judge Craig said this after
noon that owing to the lack of In- orniatlon about the accident
in
which the unknown native was killed.
he
had decided not to hold an in.
that
quest

WATER

IN

Alt-Ull-

WEtersareforheadquarGo-Car- ts

over 40 styles to select
from. Our special otter for this week. Nix
steel frame
900 t,
body wood, lined with
best grade leatherette,
wood handle, enameled Brewster green, S
inch wheels,
8 rubber tires. Trice $3.00

party of about 100 Syrian Oyp-slereputed to be the richest of
their clan, each member carrying on
his or her person sums estimated at
$5,000, have arrived In Albuquerque,
en route to Kansas City, St. Louis
and Chicago, from Mexico and Texas.
It was reported to Chief of Police
McMIHIn this morning that the party
was driven out of El I'aso by the police on account of a host of petty
thefts committed during the several
days that the party stopped there.
Up to 3 o'clock this afternoon. Chief
McMillin had not received any reports of the (lypsles committing a
theft here and until such a report is
made, no attempt will be made by
the local police to give them the "23"
sign.
The men In this particular band of
Gypsies are known as very excellent
copper workers. In each town und
city the parly strikes on their long
overland Journey the men canvass
the stores and houses repairing copper boilers, kettles and other wares
made from copper. As there are no
copper workers
in
Albuquerque
the Syrians reap a harvest, which In
a way accounts for the fabulous sums
they are alleged to own.
While this band may prove to be
an exception, still they nre looked
upon with suspicion by the residents
as in the past different parties of Sv
rlati Gypsies have robbed homes here
anil In other towns In New Mexico
and other States, eventually being,
uriven out in practically each place
Ihev stop.
Their temporary camp la at present
located In the third ward, southwest
of the ward school house.
A

s,

ELKS

-

Bill Williams, a stranger
here,
oved to police Judge Craig, ill po
court
morning,
this
ire
that he
wa.snt a vagrant, and also that lie
had not broken the peace, as he was
of doing by the proprietor of
tie Arcade rooming house, who had
liiu arrested last night.
Williams
a cut
to the Arcade last
Saturday

night looking for a room, which h- Yesterday afternoon he is
cured.
lleged to have
entered
another
mini adjoining his und emptying a
'ltrher of water upon the bid and
raking a lamp.
Williams admitted that lie had en- ered the other room, but for the pur
pose of securing a comb, and that If
the water was poured upon the bed
a ml the lamp broken, he was linio- ent of doing so. and the ludicrous
manner in which Williams told the
nurt how it happened won him his
ismisfcnl.
ne Faiiiion. a vagrant, was as
sessed $lo and placed on the streets,
as was Herman Bruce, who was aim
inched for vagrancy and given the
same tine.
Car Load of up to date furniture
due to arrive this week at Futrelle's.
We do It rlht, norcm DRY. Im
perial laundry Co.
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ALBERT FA BUR'S
Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

ROUND

The Old

American Sugar
Amalgamated Capper
American Smelters
American Car Foundry
Atchison com
American Locomotive
Anaconda
Baltimore and Ohio
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
Canadian Pacific
Colorado Fuel
Chicago Northwestern
Erie com
Louisville and Nashville
Missouri Pacific
Mexican Central
New York Central
National Iead
Northern Pacific
Ontario and Western
Pennsylvania
Reading com
Rock Island com
Southern Pacific . .
St. Paul
Southern Railway ..
Tennessee Coal ....
1'nlon Pacific
i". S. S. com
V. S. S. pfd
Greene Con
alumet and Arizona
Kid Dominion
i upper
Range
North Bulte

Watch Inspector A. T.

62

Philadelphia.

Hon of railroad

I17HEN yu

TRIP FOR

April

.

10

repair.
West Gold Ave.

bills by check, your business n record
mull 11 em snows ror itself. There la ft
reci recora or an receipts and expenditures in your
Pay

'j'.
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The nues

to Philadelphia

held In this city July
has been
settled by the Trunk Line association.
and an agreement has been reached
24
with all lines which will afford pros119
pective visitors an exceptionally cheap
76
rate
to the scene of the convention
23 V
It has been definitely tlxed that the
120i
rate to Philadelphia from any point
61
beyond 100 miles shall be the single
1364 I rare, plus one dollar, for the round
38
trip, good without validation from
.126
July 13th to 23d Inclusive.
.
10
The time limit, however, can be
. 22
extended to July 31st, by depositing
..
the ticket with the authorized agent
.136
In this city.
21
Special rates. It is believed, will be
.14 5
made for the cities within a radus of
.140
100 miles and particular care will be
3S
paid to the transportation of visitors
100
from and to these points. It Is ulso
16
understood that the railroads rum
165
nlng between this city and the pop'
54
uar Atlantic seashore resorts will
K2
agree upon a special rate of fare
91
which will prevail only during the
convention
week.
Altogether,
the
Summary of Condltldns.
concessions that will be made to the
.New York. April 9. Americans In Klks will be the most liberal ever
to
London quiet
above parity. given to any organization.
Ijomlon settlement began today and
quotations are now lor new account
Dyspepsia
our national ailment
lianlng rate on American slocks Burdock Bloodis Bitters
is the national
In London 5
per cent.
cure for It. It strengthens stomach
.Settlement showed bull account in membranes, promotes flow of dlges
American stocks In Ijoiidon greatly tlve Juices, purifies the blood,
build'
reduced.
you up.
Pronounced Increase in building
from many points reported and struc
NOTICF. FOIt PUBLICATION.
tural steel prospects .ire good.
Department of the Interior, Land
Lighter demand for stocks In the Olllce
at Sunta Fe, N. M., March 2C,
loan crowd.
Better inquiry for bonds reported 1907.
Notice is hereby given that Antonio
and business in railroad short time Palle,
of Laguna, N. M., has tiled no
notes continues brisk.
or his intention to make final
Good prospect of early reduction tice proof
In support of his claim
ill Bank of England rate.
Homestead entry No. 6842
home foreign authorities expecting viz.:
12, 1902, for the S
made
February
4 jier cent on Thursday.
XW U section 28, township 6 N.
range 5 W, and that said proof will
Kansas City l ivestock.
be made before Sllvestre Mirabel. U.
Kansas City, April 9. Cattle re S.
Court Commissioner, at Han Rafael,
ceipts 13,000, including 400 south
iti ., on May e, i'J07.
erns. Market steady to shade lower
He
the following witnesses to
Southern steers $4.0i"!)5.30;
south prove names
his continuous residence upon.
em cow s $3.00 'i, 4. 2T. ; stockers and
and cultivation or, the land, viz.;
feeders $3.601r 5.(10; hulls $ 3.00
Carr. Lorenxo Romero, Juan
calves $3.50 H 7.25 : western fed steers Charles
$4,251x5.75;
western fed cows $3.00 Palle. J.kh M. Cai n, all of Laguna

The Bank of Commerce

15-2- 3,

13

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
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Brothersw-R.R- -

Albuquerque's Leading Tailors
Choice Line of New Spring Goods on Hand.

....,

1

Tlace

Your

Order Karly.

1

Where to Dine Well

zs

Santa Fe Restaurant
Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - .
t J cler

V

n

Havoy Hotel

E. SUNTAAGG,

C.

Proprietor

Convenience - Comfort - Security
.

five-yea- r

The telephone makes the
duties lighter, the cares less
and the worries fewer.

u
icicpnone
p
your health, prolongs yo
nd protects your borne)

YOU NEilD A TEXEPHO.VE IX YOUR
nOMK

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

..

i

1

For every bill you pay. you get a receipt. Tou have poalUrs
proof that you paid each obligation.
We give the same careful attention to both large and
accounts.

....101
during the convention und reunion of
61'i the B. P. o. Klks. which Is to be
116

,

S. F. R. R.

Putt System Into Your Business

BE

rates

&

A Checking Account

Trunk Lines Have Con
ceded This Reduction For
July 13 to 23.

126
96
13614
37 V
96 H
65

and Jeweler

your watches, clocks and Jewelry for

Bring m

ONEFARE

t.4ti

Staab Building

.

H. ANDRUS
Reliable Watchmaker

N".

All

New York stocks.

May cotton

Burying Husband.

POIRF.D

Your

The following quotations were received by F. J. Graf & Co., brokers,
over their own private wires from
New York. Room 87, Barnett building, Albuquerque, N. M.:

Mrs. McBrlen Receives News
of Deceased Relative While

(ContMiiicd

I

Gates Locked
Same Band Was Given "23"
Sign at El Paso.

His .Teeth.

TELEGRAPHIC

MESSAGE

MEN

Go-Ca- rt
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OBSTRUCTED DY DEATH

itKD. if
cmi: iioisi:
MAMS DIDN'T.

is so perfect in its make, so
simple in use, that begin

do

company which is paving the streets cal western performance at the fsir
of El I'aso, List night just before grounds.
This aggregation of row- boarding a train for the Pass City.
boys is made up of some of the best
Mr. Wells spent yesterday In the cow punchers, broncho busters, rid
city In company with Ralph Hunt, of ers and lariat throwers In this part
El I'aso, interviewing prominent peo- of the country.
ple of the city regarding paving the
The principal specialties consist of
streets of Albuquerque.
rlllng of four outlawed horses thnt
"Our paving is a class by Itself." received favorable comment at the
continued the contractor. "It Is com- contest for the broncho busting
posed of crushed stone and bitumen, championship held In Denver last
wlthtotutida the cold and also the fall.
Thev are: Skvsoraner. tn ho
heat, is durable und economical. ridden hv Hen I V 4 tc."l t f Sit an m hnot
When it wears through, repair Is I by Alkali Ike of Big Springs. Texas;
easy. We think that It Is the only Jesse James by Bill Westtleld. and
paving altogether suitable to this drizzly Bull by Boh MrDaniels.
part of the country, on account of Its
Many daring feats In roping, tying
pliability.
and catching bronchos, steers and
"My business here Is to see If the cows, will be shown the nudlence.
city wants Its streets paved and If Two features, which have In a way
IKissJble. get the people initeVesred accounted for Its success, is
It
and also look up the laws in New carries no Indians, and the that
steer
Mexico regarding contracts.
We are throwing by Bill Westfield with the
well advanced with our work at El lariat in his teeth.
I'aso and could conveniently move
our
machinery
to Albuquerque,
should a contract be secured here."
The work being done by the Texas SHEEP SHEARING
I :i t hull t tile company
at El Paso will
give that city paved streets through
BEGINS IN ARIZONA
Its principal streets.
The contract
calls for 1 IB. 000 yards of paving at
a cost of $225,000.
shearing season for
Tlie sheep
It Is understood that this paving
proposition, which was given much northern Arizona Is now on, says the
attention In Albuquerque a year ago, Wlnslow Mail. N. 8. Bly started Monwill again be brought before
the day morning for his shearing corrals
council at the next meeting of the siuth of Wlnslow, taking with him
ten shearers and more are to follow.
council.
There will probably be with his sheep
and others about 7,500 head sheared
I
at this place and between 150,000
and 200,000 sheared In this vicinity
iL III
In the next thirty days.
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Califorsaid Carlton H. Wells, president of nia, Nevada and Arlaon.i, will be here
the Texas Btthulithlc company, the Sunday afternoon, putting on a typi

WHO

Baking Powder

TO

Clever Stunt of Throwing

principal

POLICE COURT

Cream

GYPSIES

PARK

streets of Albuquerque within four show, which has been
The months after the work Is begun." quite a bit of attention

Comiwrtil with "The Klk's Tooth" ture, according to appearance.
as eoa itt the Klks1 theater last numerous musical numbers were ren
light, Owar Wilile u famous New dered In a most pleasing manner,
York production, "Salome," Is a very which was evident from the applause
meager spectacle when It comes ti accorded the performers by the audi
real splendor. Supported by a chorus enow.
These musical numbers were as
voices and surof 100
rounded by a cant of classic talent, folllows:
gorOpening
Chorus. . Sailor Double Octet
and silhouetted against scenes of
geous hue ajid perfect build, Arthur Coon Song "Jane. Are You Com
ing?"
Oriddle
Cav&naugh and H. Lloyd Brown.
Wienie and Eaxy, made hits that Soprano Solo "Waiting. Love, for
Mrs. Astorvelt
You"
must have loosened the foundation of
the theater building. It was the best "O, Merry Maiden"
Mrs.
on
Astorvelt,
and Double
Slnlt
put
borne talent performance ever
Sextet.
in Albuquerque.
a While"
To bo1n with. "The Elk's Tooth" "Stick Around
Wienie, Easy and Choru
ts told with a beautiful story of love
Solo
'The Salt o' the Sea for
nd enchantment.
The lirst scene Bass
W. J. Iambert
Me"
presents a boat so real that the auDiscovery"
"By
dience could hear the splash when a
Chief Eatum Alive and Cannibal
man fell overboard.
There was a
Warriors.
salt sea wind blowing off the stage, "Dear Old United
States"
when Captain Blow Hard (Marcus P.
Mogul
King
HI
and Indian Choru
Kelly) told how once upon a time he "My Tom-Totlirls"
and his gallant crew were wrecked on
Carmine and Indian Girls
The
the rocks of Kokomo island.
Palm
Maid"
captain told his story to Kirst Male "My
Carmine
and Indian Double Septet
Howlin Knott, and L. C. Bennett idly
McCann
Esmeralda
twirled his Elk's tooth as he listened
Michael Patrick Finnegan
attentively.
His was a good story, Grand Finale
Chorus
was well
well told; the audience
Entire Company
pleased.
Among
the
members of the cast
Then ,of course, there had to be a to be given special credit Is J. N
romance, with gome theatrical peopla Cad by. who played the parts of Al- mixed up In it. That's the style, you way Sinit and King Hi Mogul. These
know. Oh, nothing was left out to parts were to have been played by
take "the Elk's Tooth" complete.
Mr. Reynolds,
fame, but
the Mr. Reynolds of musical
Alway Klnlt (J. N. Canny)
town suddenly
manager of the "May Hell" opera Saturday night, left
giving
the
Elks no
company, took quite a liking to Mrs. notice whatever of his departure
a Someone had to act the parts, and
Astorvelt (Mrs. Joe Rubldoux)
leader of New York society. He even Mr. Cadby undertook them, with but
asked her to sing a love song to the two days to learn his lines.
Mr.
audience, which she. did so sweetly Cadby is a professor at the university
rosea
bouquets
large
of
that three
To him is due special credit
were handed to her over the footChoru mm
lights. William Mcintosh also handSailor Ikiuble Octet Misses Edith
ed Mrs. Rubldoux a large bouquet Harrison. Gladys McLaughlin, Lulu
from his box, where he entertained a Palmer. Dorothy Carlson, Lucy Edlc,
box party.
Belle Franklin, Mamie Tierney, Mar
Willie Astorvelt (E. F. Laudolll) Ion Franklin, Messrs. Albert Clancy,
was the widow's precious darling boy, Bernard Crawford, Jack Franklin
with Blllymanners, in true comedian teresy)(k.
hrdlu lofwy ipaoaoa ilo
style, and Griddle, the ship's cook, Kenneth
Heald, Clarence
Heald
by Robert C. Harlow, was a negro Chester Goss. G rover Emmons, Hugh
character many points better than the Bryan.
Kufus Rastun minstrels.
Chief Eatum Alive and Cannibal
The big show began on the arrival Warriors Mr. Root C. Harlow, chief
were
Eaxy.
They
of Wienie and
Mr. W. N. Coylne, first tenor; Mr.
Elks, you know, on a trip around the Frank Couthard. first tenor; Mr. Mel.
They were to start single vll S. Brown, second tenor; Mr. A. H.
world.
and without a ctnt, and turn up in Bety, lirst bass; Mr. Harry
thirty days, or something like that, second baas; Mr. H. D. Scott, Bullard.
second
with a wife, $10,000 and a family, bass.
too, if It were possible.
Their arMerry Maiden Double Sextet Mrs,
rival on the "Sea Queen," which was Sadler, Mrs. Jay Hubbs, Misses Jenks,
the boat In the scene, was greeted Sheehan, Harriet King. Roxy Andrus,
by a vaudeville performance
that Messrs. A. B. Bety, R. D. Scott, Harry
would draw big houses at the Casino Bullard, M. S. Brown. J. R. Scotti
for ten weeks, if It could be secured Frank Coulthard.
Wienie and" Easy
for so long a time.
King's
Indian
Chorus Misses
were the real things.
The first was Gladys McLaughlin, Edith Harrison,
suit,
fat. Irish and wore a checkered
Marion Franklin,
Belle Franklin,
and the latter was tall. American und Lucy EdBe, Messrs. Albert Clnory,
wore scarcely any clothes at all, so Bernard Crawford, Jack Franklin,
ragged were those he called his Clarence Heald, Kenneth Heald.
Tom-Towardrobe. . They danced and sang
Girls Miss Roxy An
Michael drus, soloist; Misses Lula Benedict,
and sprung a few Jokes.
helped
(Joe
Scotti)
Finnegan
Patrick
Viola Skinner, Ray Farr, Eva Mize
Finnegan had whis- Dorothy Carlson, Irma Triplet!,
them to do It.
Easy asked
kers like a monkey.
Indian IKiuble Sextet Misses Roxy
Easy Andrus. Lula Benedict, Viola SkinWienie if It wasn't a monkey.
Macpherson."
Danny
ald, "No; it's
ner, Ray Farr, Eva Mize, Dorothy
The house roared.
Carlson, Irma Triplett, Messrs. Rob
Then the ship caught lire the joke ert C. Harlow, W. N. Coylne, Frank
was so hot and those on board had Coulthard, Melvll S. Brown, A. It.
to land on the island.
It was Koko- Bety, Harry Bullard. R. D. Scott
mo island, and was inhublted by cannibals and two white men. King Hi
Mogul (J. N. Canby), and his secre- FREDERICK
RA- Ytary,
Michael
Patrick Finnegan.
They had been saved by an elk's
tooth, and so were the shlpstranded
NOLDS LOSES LEG
people of the "Sea Queen" to be
waved. The elk's tooth had a mysterious charm, over the cannibals.
All one had to do was to wave it like
Fred Reynolds, of El Paso, whom
a magic wand, and the cannibals' leg was crushed to a pulp by the fall
dropped on their faces or Nkiddooed. or a Heavy tombstone, which he was
They were about to cat Wienie, In the act of erecting at Santa Fe rewhen they discovered his Elk's tooth. cently, was obliged to submit to the
Easy was so tall, thin and tough that amputation of the Injured member
he didn't need an elk's tooth to save yesterday morning. The operation
him.
winch consisted in removing the leg
Miss Harriet Kiln, was the fetching at a point about four Indies below
princess of the island, and Mhs Itoxy the knee was performed at Dr. Diaz'
Andrus made a charming Carmine, sanitarium in Santa Fe by Dis. Diaz
belle of Kokomo island.
Knapp ana Harroun.
ex
An
Mr. Harlow, who played the part amination made in advance by the
of ship's cook, also had the part of surgeons revealed the fact that both
Mr. Hennett hones of the injured limb were shat
Chief Eatum Alive.
played a dual role, too.
liesldes teied.
that of the ship's mate, Mr. Bennett
Baby won't suffer five minutes wltii
played the part of Captain Stern,
croup if you apply Dr Thomas' Ec- captain of the king's guard.
It acts
There were three acts.
like
The sec- lectilc Oil lit once.
ond and third scenes were on the Is- magic.
o
land of Kokomo, while the tlrst, as
explained, was that of a ship's deck. SIX SALOONS or IT
There were songs and dances by the
ci.irrov Am,.
grotesque cannibals and pretty girls
Clifton. Ariz., April 9. As a re
and drills, with frills and all the suit of the new liquor tax law placfancy trimmings of a fancy dress ing the license at J300, payable on
all.
Tsere were costumes gorgeous April 1, six business houses have dls
with lim und tmsil, and tine of tex continued the sale of liquor.
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AT TRACTION

Matter Will be Brought to the
Attention of the City
Council.
the
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MANUEL

IK, 000.
Sheep receipts
Market
strong. Muttons $5.50 iv 6.25
lambs
$7.5iK(j S.20; range wethers $5.75 'v
$7,110; fed
ewes $5.00 6.00.

11.

OTERO.
Register.

Regulates the bowels. nroinotes
easy, natural movements, cures constipation Doan's
Omaha Livestock.
Regulets.
Ask
Omaha, April 9. Cuttle receipts your druggist for them. ''r. eenf n
bono.
Market slow to shade lower, box.
$3.2 ii 5.25 ;
Western steers
Texas
$3. noli 4.25; cows and heifers
$2.50114.30;
caiiners $2.25 r, 3.25;
stockers and feeders $3.001r5.25;
calves $3.00 n 6.50; hulls $2.X01i; 4.35.
Another Shipment of
Sheep receipts
11.000.
Market
steady to stronger. Ye irllngs $6.25 lip
7.ini; wethers $i.H04i H.50, ewes $5.0
1(5.5: lambs $1.201 25.
Chicago Livestock.
.
''hlcago. Apiil
receipts.
40UII. Market stead. Beeves $4.15i'
6.65; cows $1.S01i4 ihI; heifers $2.75
ii 0.30; calves $."1,251( 7.25; good
to
Just in.
prime steers $ 5.35 1i ti.ii 5 ; poor to me5.
dium $4.15li 30, stinkers and feeders $2.k0'o, 5.00.
Sheep
14.000. Market
receipts
strong. Western $ t r,u U 6.60
I ic shipments in
yearlic
lings $6.6'H 7 f,
l.i in lis $6.r,i$i s.40;
tells tlm story of why
w i stern
.5o.
$6.5ul
frt-.ilicy are mo
li
ami crisp. The
Ice helps us to wll them also.
Produce Market.
li
'liicigi
April '' Closing iiiu!.iAro jim buying lliro packages
tlons:
of Soda Crackers for a quarter?
Wheat- -i May
July 78
7!i.
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The ladle. of the Martha society
will serve a luncheon
Wednesday
afternoon at the homo of Mrs. Heydt,
41t West Lead avenue.
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BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
PAINT Covers more, look
best, wears
th longest, most economical; full measure.
BIJILDINO
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Plaster. Lime, Ceaaa&L
Paint. Glass, Sash, Doors. Etc.
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seven i live
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was supplied Willi
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iglity skilled member" of tne Mart,
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architect Amazon, the forest of the Congo.
for hi In the supervising
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They say that eveiy floor of a sky In the faces of the thousands who
The death f M;inm-- Madrid, hlch ItMca. that tin y would come in pos- -' drew WIIHam Cook, whose color himgo
to
they
come
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as
- scraper is lutd in the blood ol a man. read .each
und
the not known until he presented
forenoon, session of Madrid's property, sell hnp-crcurred
latt Saturday
It may be true. It probably is; nut from their work, the pricelist of the
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mining
men
in
where
deal
brought t liht one uf the onldoid same
markets
and
pi n ess. All of this, however. Is stoutWhen Cook showed up and an-f- what Ismatters It'; Life is cheap
and other ventures.
precious.
Iiy poisoning
What tloes It mai
thnt ly denied by ISaen. who so far has noimced that no was rcan
bkMMlNl murder
work time
As a nation, we have abandoned
The three were
(here was a loud protest from the ler if the men who work at night
ct filled ppncp on (lie culeinlur of said but tolittle.
With Amp' Mean and Unsurpassed Facilities.
old Idea of evolution, of slow
or more while tlra f tsmen must be paid higher wages; anil must.
Jail without bail until next seventv-ll- e
crime. Mini before tin1 sun hud wt
accomplish building, of steady growing out of thai
Sheriff Tafoy.i had the three suspects term of court. Madrid was about Hb mployed by the supervising archl-.c-ont In the nature of tilings,pay'.'
Time shadows Into the light. The com
less of labor for their
tii.it must have been heard
rnnnned In thn county Jail, says the vears obi, n hartlwordlng man and a
id citizen and his death is deeply
'apltnl Hill a mile away. Supervising was when the makers of our huge manding houses of the Kritlsh com
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are Architect Taylor recognized the eri- - industries, the builders of our great mercial world were founded genera
by all. The prisoners
rnjaed for the crime being Valentlna
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Madrid, wife of the deceased. Almn kept In separate cells and tdosely ousness or lite situation.
Lyons, a young colored woman who guarded and none of ihtir friends are though he advised his subordinates the last cent, and - chose the method life from poverty to mere respecta
It Is dif- bility; they graduated through an
allowed to visit them. When the Adhint
move slowly anil give the matter that woultl cost tin- least.
stopping with the Madrid
We ire In the spirit of other generation or two from respec
a mipponed vocate reporter called to see them In a second thought, tney prepared ano ferent today.
Hum.
and Francisco
Deputy Julian t'liavez.
rwarded to the secretary of the the millionaires; we will not stop to tability to easy comfort: they strug
sweetheart of Mrs. Madrid. Dr. ?tv-e- company with
We want a gled through another age from east!
asury a petition praying for the count the little costs.
who was called to see Madrid Fri- Wednesday afternoon, he found tie
day evening. March 2!lh, suspected prisoners in good spirits and In a immediate removal of Cook, and giv- thing done quickly, cost what it may. to mighty wealth then stopped, setnot
was
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negro
tling down to hold the things they
Mir railroads kill their thousands
the man had been in some mini-n- talkative mood, but as lie bid them ing notice that if the
Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
and Solicits
poisoned, and on the following good bye the eyes of all of them removed or transferred they would- every month in wreck or trespass. have, with little thought of conquest.
morning he found the man In a dying were moistened with tears. Alma, walk out in a body. Treasury offl- In more than half the cases, the real Here, the commanding houses in our
Capital, $168,009.09.
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of ials declare that If no publicity had truth underlying the tragedy Is the commercial world started,
perhaps,!
(condition, aparently from usnetical the colored girl, is u daughter
iminoning. Matters looked suspicious Henry Lyons, formerly of the Placers, leen given the tiff air the negro would fact lliul the train was running at forty years ago. If It did not make I
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said
site
now
to
at
other
wealthy,
It ralxed his son
Silver
forty or fifty or sixty miles n hour Its founder
hive been transferred
and he reported the case to District but
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
We ure a race of
Attorney H. A. Wolford, who lost no born at Kingston sixteen years ago, sphere of activity Immediately upon over tracks that were built for train to that estate.
Solomon Luna, President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
she came from Silver City her ' he discovery that his presence in me that never run but thirty miles an but one generation, or, ut the most,
time tn Investigating the matter, and that
wan not long In obtaining sufficient during the early part of March. Mrs. Iraftlng room was resented by his- hour
Johnson, Asst. Cashier: Wm. Mcintosh. J. C. Baldridge, SaloKueh year the manufacturers two. It is the same everywhere. Our
The treasury of- of locomotives are called upon by the boys are In the harness at fifteen,
mon Luna, A. M. Blackwell.
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in full
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was questioned, and She was married to Madrid a little drafting room the better part of the an hour
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sufficient evidence was secured fromforce will quit, thus
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Present equipment is in ing worse than the farmer? No one.
Washington, April 9. A member mendously. in
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Drifteti the ceaseless sorrow of the
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THE REAPER AND THE FLOWERS
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Texas.
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e" la a clever combination of parchas numbers have
with latest improved but tier. Made cf brass throughout
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your dealer's.
kidneys can't stand coffee drinking, bottle of druggists.
COVTOEXTAL OIL COMPANY
iiy Health Coffee. It la wholesome, valuable information mailed free.
1 acor por.led
it's nice
noui lulling it::d satisfying
First and Marquette
Albuquerque, New Mexico
..ay i a"
even for the youngent child Sold by THE BRAOfUlO RfCtUIOR CO., Atlanta. Ga.
(J. N. iiiitighaiu.

GAVE POISON

HUSBAND

THIS

IDArr THAT

KIIJT

ll

1

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

....

SO SHE MIGHT MARRY LOVER

Sierra County Tragedy One to Cause
Horror Three Persons Will Answer

capital

for Poisoning of Manuel Madrid.

surplus, $100,000
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Mayor Dunne Defeated

t

pur-r.tuu-

ip

high-minde- d,

st

A LAW

AGAINST

OVER CAPITAL

I
I

STRICTLY PRIVATE

IZATION

Who Needs
It Worse?

on-tlo-

We solicit your banking

'

business and with the
assurance on our part

that it will be kept

Longfellow Centenary Poem

STRICTLY

PRIVATE

n,

tState National BanR
ALBUQUERQUE

GROSS KELLY & CO., INC.

I

al

Wholesale Grocers

Wool. Hide and Pelt Dealers

st

ALBUQUERQUE

LAS VEGAS

i

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

i

l

fed!

Tne Best Line

I

f;r.:i
V-.-

Use A

NEW PERFECTION
Wick Blue Flame Oil

r-

it's

;
j

sC00
B,

i

L

j

its

"tilobe-Democra-

PUTNEY

THE WHOLESALE GROCER

Willi's

wire

FARM

FREIGHT WAGONS

s-

J3xvS

RMfter's

.

I

i

mCM

Albuquerque Lumber Co.

APRIL

TVKKBAY.

1901.

.

ALBUQUERQUE

SENGER TRAINS WITH 60

Circulation
si:vi:

Spaces m

the Walls
of heat n ml
cold.
Rubber Strip Around Doors
makos it air tlKht. Just a fpw
of the ninny features of the
Baldwin HcfrlRcrnior ask us
about the others. It's .t pious-ur- e
to show them.
W. V. Frulrelle
Cot. Ccal and 2nd

Furniture

.n

sr

START

IS TO

HILL

CHIP OF OLD

:

For Summer Comfort?
IT'S HERE GALORE.!

t

1 1,
i si 't
i:ssi in i,i
ki: k
attkmits
a ti:im ix six w i:i:hs
uni.siiti:i
l'UMIIIA('Y IS I 'KAItK.lt MWV I.IVKS IN IN.I
.

i'i' nsvi.va

.n

Co.

Pnone 376

We've two and three piece Suits of all suitable and stylish
Summer fabrics. Thin Coats, Thin Trousers, Negligee Shirts,
Thin Underwear, Hosiery and all sorts of Thin Toggery for
Summer Wear. And the best of the story is the fact that our
prices are also thin enough for your satisfaction and comfort.

Summer Suits at - - $12 to $30
Summer Trousers at $2 to $6
Hardly think you can mention an article of Clothing w
Toggery that would add to your Summer comfort that we cannot show in a style to please you. Come, see.

li

'

YOUNG

Are You on the Lookout

VES

WltKt kH AMI ATTKMITS AT WHICt'KS.
2:1
Chicago Limited
near .lolmstow n : .Ml hurt. I"ra k
Imi badly torn up to tell It' there hail
I'imiI play.
Maich 22 t'liliiigo l.iiiiltcil derailed at Stewart station. I'a.; score
hurt.
March 27 keystone epiiss wrecked at
ilnienliug. I"n.: attempt
fur t hlcairo exprewi.
2!l
March
(inviisbttrg nceoiiuiKMliition lMnilmrtli-- l
hli stones near
Pittsburg.
March UH Itrow nn ille evprcw dcralbil near nnle ille. I'a.; four
Itijiirttl.
March :J(.
llcnipt lo urcvk I'euiis Ivanla ller ninr
oiingsiouii.
Ohio.
April :. Attempt to urcvk New ork epre
near Philadelphia ;
of rail sawed mil.

Best

1

DE-TECTI-

AND BIG REWARD

Best Food Preserver.
Dead Air

CITIZEN.

SEEKING DEVILISH WRECKERS OF PAS

Positive

(IIS,

EVENING

BULL

Wr5tchinMnn

FROG RANCH ON

THI

BLOCK

SANTA

!

M.Fine Clothing
MAN
DELL
and Furnishings.

Fashioned Apparel
WASHINGTON

CO

FE

For catarrh, let me send you free.
$200 REWARD.
Just to prove merit, a trial size box
Is offered for the capture f Aar- of Hr. Shoop's Cough Remedy. It la
a snow white, creamy, healing anti- ttmo Pettlne, the murderer of IJer-det- to
septic balm that gives Instant relief
Ber&rdlnelll. Crime was
to catarrh of the nose and throat.
In Albuquerque Monday. FebMake the free test and see. Address ruary 4.
Khoop. Racine, Wis. Large jars
C. A. and C. ORANDW.
lr.
B0 cents.
Sold by nil druggists.
)

Elks' Opera House

New President of Great Northern Has Red Whiskers,
and Clothes. Nit.

Legs Bring $1.25 a Dozen
Pairs. Big Ranch at
Pratt. Kansas.

Puul, Minn.. April 9. Liui
Warren Hill, a Rrent tmure lu the
railway world since his recent
of the
to the presidency
Great Northern, wus born In St. Paul
He Is the oldest son
35 years air".
of Job. J. Hill. His early education
was gained In the school of the
Ho graduated
Brothers.
Christian
from Vale In 1SS3. TliorouRh Instruction in railroading was obtained
by service in the accounting, construction and truffle departments of
the marvelous organization directed
He was appointed asby his father.
sistant to the elder Hill several years

Travis, state llsh and game
warden, arrived in the city last evening from the north In Angler car No.
1, which witu attached to a Santa Ke
southbound train, snys a dispatch
dated Wichita, Kan. Mr. Travis said:
"We have just completed a trip
from Pratt, Kan., to Sabetha, in the
northeast part of the state, where we
(iistributed 10,01)0 rock bass and
croppy, from the hatcheries at Pratt.
"The fish that we have placed on
tills trip were very tine specimens and
How the wrecking is done --cud of
are about a year old. The hatcheries rail displiu-tl- ,
signal conhut c
at Pratt are In excellent condition, nection undisturbed, to lure trains to
considering the fact that they only their Iimiu.
recently have been established at that
point. We are enlarging and developPittsburg. April !!. Is there
a
ing this department as fast as possiwidespread conspiracy to wreck trains
ble.
Pennsylvania
of
the
railroad?
"We are now on the way back to
The derailment of three fast pasPratt to get another load of fish,
which will be distributed along the senger trains, attempts to derail two
Knglewood branch. This will be the others, the bombardment of a train
with missiles and the wreck of the
last trip this spring."
near
Johnstown,
Mr. Travis is not only interested in Chicago limited,
th department of fishery, but he has when fifty persons were injured, has
another project over which he Is very caused this question to be the graventhusiastic.
This Is the raising of est one that the Pennsylvania railbull frogs, for the hotel and restaur- road officials have faced for a decade.
ant trade.
Six of the attempts to cause catasConcerning this project Mr. Travis
fT.id:
"The demand for frog legs is trophes occurring within ten uays
In
the Pittsburg district have brought
enormous, fabulous prices being paid
by hotels, restaurants and
private an army of sixty of the test detecfamilies for this much desired table tives in the country here to Investigate the seeming epidemic of wreckdelicacy.
"The prices paid range from $1.25 ing trains. A reward of $5,000 ha
to 2 a dozen, according to quality. also been offered by the company.
Supt. S. C. lxing, of the western
Krog legs are shipped in from Iyouls"i-an- a
and Khode Island, and I see no dlvisioHi, ufter the slxjy detectives
reason why with very little, effort hud been working a week without
fiogs could not be raised in Kansas. positive results, admitted that the
"I think I shall fix up a pond and sluatlnn was the most perplexing he
see what I can do along .this line. I has confronted. He has conferred
presume I will be the laughing stock with t.eneral Manager W. W. Atter-burat Philadelphia, and these two
"i meI community, when It is learned
that have embarked in the business
of growing bull frogs, but in my
opinion, a great deal of money can
PROPOSALS FOR TWO ADOBE
be easily made In the enterprise.
BUILDINGS. Department of the In"All that will be necessary is 4hat terior,
of Indian Affairs, Washthe frogs have plenty of water, and ington, Ollice
19,
D. C, March
1907.
vegetation In a pond, surrounded by SEALED
plainly marka high closely meshed wire fence, to ed on thePROPOSALS,
envelope,
of
outside
Ihe
prevent them from wandering away. "Proposals for Day School Buildings,
"Hull frogs," continued Mr. Travis,
Fe, New Mexico," and address"are not always the shy und cowardly Santa
s,
Commissioner of Indian
creatures that we take them for. ed to the
Washington,
C, will be reJust the other day I observed a young ceived at the IndianD. Office
two
frog dragging a good sized musk rat o'clock p. m. of April 18, until
1907. for
around in a pound. He had the rat furnishing and delivering the
necesIn it, but the rodent was too large
sary materials and labor required to
for his mouth and was trying to construct
complete
day
school
a
and
swallow his frogshlp."
building and employes' quarters both
at the San lldefotiso day
of
adobe
F.
Krhardt,
assistant
traveling
freight and passenger agent of the school. New Mexico, in strict accordSanta Fe at El I'aso, has moved to ance with plans, specifications and
to bidders which may be
this city. He brought his
family instructions
examined at this otllce, the offices of
here last night.
"The Citizen," Albuquerque, N. M.,
Irvin and wife, of Chicago, an and the "New Mexican," Santa Fe,
M.; the Builders' and Traders' ExN.
oftlcial of the Illinois Central railroad, who has been here for Hie lust changes at Omaha, Neb., St. Paul,
two months, left for their home last Minn., and Minneapolis, Minn.; Northnight.
western Manufacturers' Association,
St. Paul, Minn.; the U. S. Indian
William H. (iibson, connected with Warehouses at Chicago, 111., St. Louis,
the transportation department of the Mo., Omaha. Neb., and New York, N.
Santa Fe, with headquarters at
Y.; and with Clinton J. Crandall,
arrived last night.
Supt., Indian School, Santa Fe, N. M.,
to whom application should be made
W. R. Ilrmvn Hint ,.,! i,.,,.,,,,.,. fur further information.
C. F.
agent of the Kanta Fb with
Acting Commissioner.
quarters at Kl I'aso, returned to thati
o
place this morning.
Wliooplng Cougti.
I have used Chamberlain's
Cough
V. - Oerardi. a business man of Remedy in my family in cases of
Trinidad. Colo., stopped over here whooping cough, and want to tell you
last night.
that It is the best medicine I have
ever used. W. F. Oaston, Posco, Ga.
The freight house at Las Vegas Is This remedy is safe and sure. For
I
being given an overhauling
.
.sale by all druggists.

St.

go.

Louis W. has the Hill Klft of fore
sight. An example of this was his
purchase of great tracts of iron lands
on the Duluth range in northern Mm
prospectors
Experienced
nesota.
ridiculed his action and other experts

iff

v
va

vt

v

?

Jt

F

Mf'h

M)ULS WARREN 111 I.I,.
l;roni a heretofore
iinpiililislieO
photograph of the son of .las. J. Hill.
wlio luiM niimwhI)! his father at the
iiuad of the Great Nortliern railroad,

predicted
disaster. Solid evidence
that his faith was justified is afforded
by the fact that those lr.mls now hold
nines worth millions of dollars.
Hill was married in l'.KIl to Miss
Maude
Van Cortlandt
Taylor. of
New York and St. Paul, by Arclilshop
Ireland. The Taylors are connected
with some of the oldest New York
families. Straitened financial clrcum
stances, however, reoulred Miss Tu.y
lor to seek employment and
she
served as a professional nurse for
two years before her marriage to
Hill. They have two children. They
live in a handsome home, the gift
of J. J. Hill, which adjoins the lat
tor's mansion. Hoth are devoted to
outdoor sports and they indulge every
fall In automobile hunting trips over
the plains and hills of the Dakota.
In Louis W. Hill the rugged, home
ly features and ihe short stocky figure of J. J. Hill are almost exactly
n
reproduced. The son has
hair, a decidedly red beard and light
blue eyes. He cares as little as his
father for dress. The navy blue suit
he habitually wears would not be a
credit to any tailor. He owns three
hats, an opera tile that rarely sees
service, a round Panama with red
and blue band for summer wear and
a round, gray felt hat with a colored
band that he wears, crushed down
over bis right eye, every day from
September until May.
For Sale
W. V
Kutrelle.
The Roswell team defeated the
Military academy boys in the first
game of the season in the valley town
by a score of 3 to 2. Rattcrlt-l.
Chlnn and Michaels: Academy,
Hestes and Crowell.
'hinn struck
out sixteen batters and Hestes ten.
Merry-go-roun-

d.

s

llos-wel-

Safe

You Are

as you stick to die Hitter
because it has an established record
if cures back of it and besides there
is oar guarantee) of Its absolute purity. For your health's sake don't ex
periment with unknown remedies any
longer.

So lori

Hostetter's
Stomach
Bitter
is known over

$M

STOMACH

almost the entire world as
a safe and reliable family
medicine and
for over M
years ha given
complete
satisfaction It
cures

flatulent')
lean burn.

lV-s-pl- u.

ImligeMloii.

IVinule 111- of
Malurlal I ever.
We urge you
Htlt--

to the Itilters"

j...i,n"!si jim.i. illrriltti

n,n

m

Monday and Tuesday

i,m:hj

I (oris--

ft

f

Jimtc

V.

y.

Af-fari-

To-pek- a,

McCrea. Iiave caJlcd
Into action
every power of the great corporation
to learn the motive for the wreck Inn
and catch the criminals.
Is it the work of spile on the part
of discharged employes
Or is it an outburst of anarchy
against the corporation '.'
The wrecks have been caused for
the most part In the same manner
by disjoining the rails, removing the
fishplates, hut leaving the signal wires
intact, so that no danger signal would
be shown and this implies some expert knowledge.
in attempting to wreck the Pittsburg flyer near Youngstown,
.. a
telephone pole was placed across the
tracks with Its ends secured with
stakes.
The niolive for the wrecking
is
evidently not for plunder. Only In
one Instance when the Chicago limited was wrecked at Stewart Station
was anything suspicious seen after
the crash. A negro porter claimed
that he saw two men try to enter the
rear door of one of the Pullman
cars. Also If plunder were the motive. It is likely that trains of other
roads would be attacked.
As a big corporation
there has
been lately more or less bitterness
against the Pennsylvania
railroad
throughout the state, especially since
the battle over the
rate
hill In the legislature at llariishurg.
Distorted minds may have been In-

I-

I

I

The

by It.

flamed

With no evidence, however, to Justa conclusion, the officials are
doing everything lu their power to
get at secrets of the outbreak of
reeking.

ify such

"Pneumonia's Deadly Work
had so seriously affected my right
lung." writes Mrs. Fannie Connor, of
Rural Route 1, tleorgetown, Tenn.,
"that I coughed continuously night
and day and the nelghobrs' prediction consumption
seined Inevitable,
until my husband brought home a
King's
bottle of Dr.
New Discovery,
which In my case proved to be the
only real cough cure and restorer of
weak, sore lungs." When all other
remedies utterly fall, you may still
win In the battle against lung and
throat troubles with New Discovery,
by all
the real cure. Guaranteed
druggists. DOc and $1.00. Trial bottle free.
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Given By
Albuquerque Iralgc 'o.
O. E.

6I,

15.

50

People

in the

Circuit

Gast

roqQMt.

Surest and ttuickeat Cure for all
THROAT and LUNO TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.

MOTH

PENNYROYAL

408 Wttt Railroad

iarlt i and omttfilan,lMrijt

Annul
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)
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ioptfnt
rknown

of orrnm mod iMMiy.
tfmv1v for widiim axwi&lat

V0TT CHEUXCAL

Magnificent Scenery, lleautiful Cos-- t
l
Klfects.
nines, Novel

In witness whereof I have hereunto
set my hand and caused to be affixed
Ihe seal of the City of Albuquerque,

to the mining camps of Colorado,
Utah and Nevada; to Denver,
Colorado Springs and Pueblo, la
by way of Santa Fe, N. M., and

Automatlo Phone 411.
Room 10, N. T. ArmUo Bnlldtaa

A. E. WALKER,
Secretary Mutual Building Asaaa
tlon. Office at 217 West RaOnw
avenue.

f

teritinT.

OI K WORK AND TIIK RILL
will stand comparison with the best
of 'em. The work Is as near perfec-

WOOL

with Raube and Manrar
Of flee, 115 North First St.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

JOSEPH W. HESSELDEN,
RALPH DUNBAR.

TOTI A QHADI

Standard Plumbing & Heating Co

Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Ba,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines LiijBer'
and Cigars. Place your orders fo
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD ST.

The...
"SHORT LINE"

the

MAUGER

W. E.

line.

THIRD STREET

Moat Market
Fresh and Bait
Steam Sausage Factory.
KMIL KLIENWOItT
Masonic Building, North Third
All Kinds of

&

DENVER

early colds with Preventics and stop
pneumonia. Sold in 5c and 25c boxes by all druggists.

RIO

GRANDE

RAILROAD

7. A.

through the fertile San Luis valley; also to the San Juan country
of Colorado.

For Information as to rates,
train service, descriptive literature
address.

K. HOOPER,
General Passenger
Ticket Agent
Denver, Colo.
S.

SLEYSTEtt

INSURANCES.
REAL ESTAT- ENOTARY PUBLIC.

Rooms 12 and
Albuquerque.

Cromwell Block.
Telephone Na. IN.

14

Olv us vour ROUGH DAY
Monday, and get It back Wwtfnesjda.
Imperial Laundry Co.
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its Location
BELKN IS Jl MILE.S SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE,
N. M., AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINE OF
THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING EAST AND
WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS CITT. OALVESTON
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO. LOS ANGELES, AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
1.000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 25x140
FEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE, WITH
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK A. D GRAND
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTING ,16.000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
POPULATION OF 1.S00 PEOPLE: SEVERAL LARGE

MERCANTILE
ESTABLISHMENTS;
THE
BELEN
PATENT ROLLER MILL. CAPACITY 150 BARRELS
DAILY; LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS. ETC. BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOI
FLOUR. WHEAT. WINE,
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
ITS
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY iN THE NEAP. FUTURE CAN NOT BE
ESTIMATED.
' A t - i A t u t ..-!- .
I I

t

ococosoaoatottoad

TO BELEN, H. M.

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
of Santa Fe Railway
Located on Belen Cut-off

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Ate Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and
provement Co.
,0HN BECKER, Pies
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Railway Center

ALL FAST
LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LIVE THROUGH TO HELEN. EAST
AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITT, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN HOTEL AND A
GOOD.
NEWSPAPER.
S,

Im-

WM. M. BERGER, Sec'y

J9.imUa
41 WOOL

LOANS.

tion as humans can attain the price
therefor as cheap as anybody should
expect. Wo do all kinds of sanitary
plumbing and gas fitting, and charge
you not immoderately.
Let us estimate on your next necessity in our

1907.

ANN

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL BSTATB

D

3.

BY

DON J. RANKIN & CO.

w

Sl 0
Tickets
NOTICE Of SI'lX'IAl. KI.KCTIOV.
By Authority tif tlio City Cmncll if
the City of Albuquerque, N. M.
Notice Is hereby given that an election will be held in the city of Albuquerque, New Mexico, on Saturday,
May 4, 1U07, between the hours of
9 o'clock a. m. and 6 o'clock p. m.,
of said day, at the following voting
places:
First Ward City Hall.
Ward Ollice of Chas.
Second
Chndwlck & Co., on Gold avenue.
Third Ward Office of K. II. Dunbar, corner of Third street and Hold
avenue.
Fourth Ward At office of George
R. Craig, Justice of the p"ace, South
Third street.
At which said election the question
of authorizing the Issuance of Thirty
Thousand ($30,000) Dollars of bonds
of the said City of Albuquerque, New
Mexico, to erect and build a city
building, will be submitted to the
qualified voters of said city, who are
the owners of real or personal property, subject to taxation, within the
said City of Albuquerque. New Mex-

Mayor.

T(arufl

ftnd bniih
uatm l iiwfa4ru
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FOR

FRANK McKF.E.

PILLS

JAP.A-I.A-

50

"Preventlcs" will promptly check a
void or the Orlppe when taken early

ftol oa

EOeASI.OO
Fret Trial.

OLDS

READY PAINT
BOO Square Feet.
PALMETTO ROOF PAINT
Stops lenks. Lasts Five Years.

CSKAL.)

Isin rppr,
orapaid, for

forC OUGHSam

0

First publication April

srM,
10. or I bottl.ou.79.

bf

Pric

0NSUMPTI0N

0

ailoll

otscnn,n or out la

Discovery

Nov

T,fe

P.

MEN AND WOMEN. or at the "sneeze stage." Preventlcs
Vm Bim 41 for nnnttural cure seated colds as well. Preventlcs
are little candy cold cure tablets, and
tor alotrfutoii
irrlttlooa
H fcf
D'. Shoop, Racine, Wis., will gladly
Mi i WMM.
hlmhriBM.
I CB4aatB.
P. n
.nil n n, utnn. mail you samples and a
book on
EviMtoEMffiMCa.
pouoaou.
or
(ntM ky
colds free, if you will write him. The
DnifllU,
samples prove their merit. Check
--

Dr. King's

Ono Oallon Covera

Attest:
HARRY F. LKK.
City Clerk.

vsf

it ILL the COUCH
CURE thi LUNGS
WITH

BEST TOURNOUTiT IN THE CITT
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

The Isle of Mystery

ed

and

LIVERY. SALE, FEED AND
TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mulos Bought and Exchanged.

Or

New Mexico.
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W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

The Elk's Tooth

V

LAR-RAHE- E.

;

April 8 and 9

of a recent Pennsylvania
limited iinTk caused by t4iiiiMTiiig
with the track, nt Slewarl Slat ion, I'a.
with the counsel of President James

'.
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OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRAN
MONEY
PURCHASE
TY
DEEDS.
MAY REMAIN ON NOTE.
CASH.
SECURITY FOR ONE TEAR,
WITH MORTGAGE
ONE-THIR-

TWO-THIRD-

WITH

S

S

PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.
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ALBUQUERQUE

EIGHT.

EVENING

CITIZEN.

When You Want to Buy,
Sell, Rent or Exchange

JURY THAT ACQUITTED

LOCAL AND

PERSONAL
(I

I

1

Is

I'.

t

In

hotel.

Clark of MigdMlcna, N. M..
the city stopping nt Sturges'

I

V.

Il.-nr-

business.
I.

V.

Hulliaii.

a

resident of

Sellg-ma-

n.

Arizona, arrived In Albuquerque last nimht.
Mr. and Mrs. Kvnest Zwelgcr. of
Helen, are spending the day visiting
It. MrCaffey
left this morning
for Algadones. N. M.. to look after
A.

1.7." to
:l.'0
M.I KM Oxford
2.50 to 3.50
Vt'lour Calf Oxford- 'I nn ltiiln Calf Oxford- - 2.50 to :l.50
I'Hti'Ml Colt Oxford . . S.00 to 4.00
1.50
CnvHN Oxfwili

some mining Interests there.
Mr. and Mrs. K. O. Zwelger. of
Helen, N. M.. arrived here early this
morning en route to the east.
'. K. Hueheii. a well known type
writer man of Rl Paso. Texas, ar
rived In the city late last night.
Charles Zimmerman and his son,
of Denver. Colo., who have been here
for some time, left this morning for
their Colorado home.
The Santa Fe has a new switch en
gine for the local yards, No. 2131.
which arrived here this morning from
the east.
Merman Schwelner. local manager
of the Harvey rurlo shop, went to
Santa Fe this morning on business
connected with the curio department.
The ladles selling tickets for the
charity ball to be given at Colombo
hall on April 19 have had fine suc
cess.
They have sold over zt0

....
.

BRIGHAM
Headquarters for Coffee

C. N.

2nd.
Our LeadersThe Celebrated

118-12-

S.

0

Packages, asc and
lb. tint. 45c.

per lb.

JSC

I

I

t

--

lb

Richelieu Coffees

lb. Una, tSo.
.tins. 11.90.

Capitol Coffee
--

to. bucket,

ti.eo.
'

coo.

Una, 40c.
tins, 80c.

b.

Something

Balk

coffee.

w.

So

unique nothing like it In the city
to 40c

hickox

Try

can.

a

T. T. MAYNARD

CO.

H1CK0X-MAYNAR- D

NEW

LEADING

MEXICO'S

JEWELERS

Send in Your Watches for Repairs
THE Alien FRONT

SOUTH

Plumbers

321-32-

W R.R.Ave.

3

ST.

SECOND

GO,

HARDWARE

THE WAGNER

Tinners

Alaska Refrigerators
Our
Line of

ppiiiii IP

Refrig-

erators
is the
most
complete
in the city

Water
Coolers

jjy'fait
tpr
PEf!

i

v

i

v--s

Ur--r-

f

Is

foP

Water

0

w

Filters

A'new supply of Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Hose Reels, Lawn Mowers,
Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest
THE

sa,

Diamond

A

Palace

RAILROAD

WalChe. Jewelry, Cat GlM

yoar trade anl guarantee

SQUARE

Clock.
DEAL.

8

ii

Just Arrived

EV-aO-

I

tain Ice 8
Cream
Freezers
Daven'

j

EMIT?

Henry Davis and Oly Fisher, of the
company of Helen, were
John
among the
FAYfr
whj
witnessed the "Elk's Tooth" perform
ance last night.
Corhan had a bad day on Satur
day. In five times to but, he only
made one lilt, but he slid Into second
in such a manner that it made the
fans sit up and take notice.
W. H. Hartmann, of Cleveland, O.
a near relative of Dr. Hartmann, the
Inventor of Feruna, arrived here this
morning to visit the town and coun
try, en route to California.
Mrs. Julia A. Sawyer, of Michigan,
the mother of Mr. Sawyer of the
American Lumber company, who has
tieen visiting her son for some time,
left this morning for her home, via
Chicago.
The ladles of the St. John's Guild
will tied otlicers for the ensuing
year at the vestry rooms of the
church, tomorrow
All
afternoon.
members are requested to be pres
ent.
X. M. Itice, general
purchasing
agent of the Santa Fe system at To
peka, who was here yesterday, left
early this morning for Lios Angeles
In private car No. 9, with
W. K.
Hodges, general purchasing
agent,
whose headquarters are at Chicago
Ulake-Macll- n
company is the tlrm
name of a new messenger service
which was inaugurated In Albuquer
que today with headquarters at 30'4
Kllroad avenue.
The company will
run as an auxiliary a clothes clean
Ing and pressing club, which has been
organized among a number of young
men In the city.
C. G. Byers has opened a
first
class restaurant at 107 North Fourth
street.
The store room which the
new dining hull occupies has been
repaired and renovated and made
very pleasant.
Mr. Uyerg has had a
wide experience In the business and
no doubt will make a success of liU
new place on First street.
Fire of unknown origin destroyed
a small barn at 60y West Homa
avenue, between 11 and 12 o'clock
last night, causing damages amount
ing to $150.
The property Is owned
by M. It. Summers and occupied by
a family by the name of Baxter.
In
the barn was a small wagon, belonging to the Baxter children, which was
among the things burned.
The regular monthly meeting of the
Presbyterian
Brotherhood will b
held this evening in the parlors o
the First Presbyterian church.
All
members are requested to be present
and it Is hoped that as many as can
will bring friends with them.
These
meetings have been profitable as well
as Interesting in the past, and the
one of this evening should be no ex
ceptlon to the rule.
W. K. Drake has been given un im
portant promotion In the employ o
company, by
tlie Horabln-JdcGnffe- y
being appointed general manager fo
the company. The Horabin-McGa- f
fey company has a string of stores
In western New Mexico and the post
tion Is an exceedingly important one
N. G. McOroden has succeeded A. G
O. Cook as secretary for the com
puny, the latter having resigned.
By a little clever detective work
Chief of Police McMillln this after
noon apprehended the boy who yes
terday afternoon turned la a false
alarm of lire from box No. 31, corner
of I,iad avenue and Fourth street.
The boy Is about 12 years of age and
is the son of I. Seigle. who conducts
a second hand store on South Second
street. He said that another boy told
him to turn In the alarm, and that
the reason he did it.
The nolle
are undecided as to ivlut to do with
thu case.
Uec-ke-

Golden Gate coffe

premium.

with

i!vrsr.
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V,

r
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For the third time In the history
the Bernalillo county district rourt
Jury was summarily discharged by
the court this nfternoii, when the
ury. which heard the testimony In
he case of the territory against lsld- i Carmelo, charged
with larceny of
cash register, mid 13 In money
ml twelve half pint bottles of whls- ey.
bread cnecss,
and several
brought In a verdict of not guilty.
The court was highly Incensed at the
undue! or the. in y, and gave vent
o his feelings.
In a scathing talk
udge Abbolt discharged tne twelve
this
men from further service at
erm of court. It was seventeen years
Jurycounty
go that a Bernalillo
was given a similar rebuke.
prosecution
Pile evidence of the
howi-that the defendant was cm- witness,
iloyed by the prosecuting
Ijeander Dlnacio, as a dishwasher in
his restaurant, and that he closed It
p late one night, icnvtng his cash
eglster and cash in It. The next
morning he discovered a pane of glass
removed from his door and the casheglster and cash gone. He immelately notlned policemen ltossl and
Hlghbargain of the police force. Both
ftlcers testified that they searched
or the thief and lielleved tnat tney
unit him when they arrested Car
melo, the defendant., who had on his
lerson some bread checks and a $5
bill and two flasks of whiskey, which
ml8Hln)g
inresponded with those
rom the burglarized restaurant.
The prosecution also showed that
the defendant was drunk, nnd that
he following morning the robber
to
xhibited small change similar
hat stolen from the cash register.
The defense offered no testimony at
all.
The Jury were Instructed nnd
Just before dinner and nt 2 o'clock
brought in a verdict r.r not guilty.
On the receipt of the verdict the
ourt discharged the jury. The court
stating that If the Jury had understood the evidence submltled to them
there being no defense whatever pre
sented, thev must have violated their
oaths as Jurors to oihib in a verdict
of not guilty and therefore discharged
hem for the term. New venires to
fill the places were thereupon drawn

J.

119 West Gold

Lump . .
Anthracite Nnt . .
Anthracite mixed
Anthracite, stove .and

$.5

$.50
,...$9.00

.

nlxea

furnace

Clean Gaa Coke
WOOD.
Green Mill Wood, per load

iV

$0.50
$0.00

LADIES, ATTENTION!

lllr

Mr. Joseph Morelll,
d I rent from
New i'ork city, has arrived here and
will hereafter be employed In my
Mr. Morelll la an ex
tailor shop.
pert on LADIES' TAILOR MADE
SUITS. Suits of any style and de-

scription made to order at reason
able prices, and perfect satisfaction
guaranteed.
Also mens suits mad?
Cleaning, pressing and re
to order.
pairing neatly done.
A. J. MOKEIXI,
103 X. I'irwt St.
'Doau's I Hutment cured me of ec
zema that had annoyed me a long
time. The cure was permanent."
Hon. S. W. Matthews, Commissioner
IilMir Statistics, Augusta, Me.

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

NORTH FIRST STREET

STOVES, RANGES, ENAMELED

KITCHEN WARE, KOSTLAN WASHING MACHINES
-

John Deere Plows and Implements

April

Kt.tiS

X,

0
0
00
0O

Wholesale Distributors

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and

Harvesting Machinery

0

0
00
00

Not Made by the Trust

Lightest Running, Strongest, Wear Longer, Cost
- - - Less for Repairs

FULLY WARRANTED

O

00

rrjL

Sue I'I'.U

BOUGHT, SOLO

18 W. R. R. Ave.

Largest music dealer In the soulh-wewho have enjaged the services of
si

H. K Spencer
expert repairman, formerly of the
STUOBEK FACTOnT, Chicago, 111.

122 South Second
0tf

W.

AJ.IiVQUIXtQVF.,

a

Prices

Albuquerque, JVfit Mexico

E CANNOT refrain from again saying something about Home In
Every time that the proposition presents Itself of the
urance.
tremendous amount of money that la being sent out of New
Mexico and Arizona for life Insurance to eastern cities, the con
vlction comes home with Increased force that a home company ought to
be patronised and the money remain In the West.
The revelations of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
the big Eastern companies has been handled and speculated with ought to
emphasise the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
money Into Eastern channels when It can be placed in home Insurance,
and every dollar of It kept and Invested at home.
It la gratifying to note that home Insurance is year by year receiving
more and more Its Just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies In the amount of busiWhy cannot this same record be made here? It can if
ness written.
every Individual who takes out a policy the coming year will carefully
weigh the proposition of the value It Is to keep Ms Insurance at home be
fore he puts his name to the application of any Insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arizona
Is owned and controlled by the leading business men of the two territories, and offers exceptional opportunities to ambitious snd capable men
and women to sell Its policies.

EXCHANGED
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Learnard & Lindemann
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Home Insurance the Best

Iking it or ship it to

Tuning

mouttt

1

:

Have you any musical in
trument that needs repairs?

h

Write
mtrt
tir.

tta.4M,

Cuaraoieto

ROSENFIEID'S,

Winona Wagons

McCormick Mowers and Repairs

AttoolstloD Office
TranMQtlon
1

HARNESS

-

AGENTS rOH
Celebrated Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery

K. W. I'KK.
oa S. I II 1ST ST.

R.R.

Let Us Show You

Hart Schafiier W Marx

Nairdlvyare RfJeirclhainilts

I. H. COX.

AND

$10 to $16.50

Between Railroad and Copper Aw., Tel. 7 A

Notice is hereby given that th
undersigned, 1. 11. Cox, has disposec;
of his interest In the Standard Heat
ing and Plumbing Company, and Is a
no longer connected with said com1
pany in any way; and that the presasent owners of that company have
sumed all the debts and obligations
of the company and will collect all
bills due It; and that the undersigned
Is not responsible for thc'bbligations
and debts of that company.
NKST

suits at

Copyright 1907 by

115-11- 7

WANTED To buy a three or fou
room house. Cheap for cash. No
Buyer This office.
commission.
WANTED At once, school teacher,
male or female; also can furnish
good stenographer. Colburn K Em
ployment Agency.

Ol'Al

Plenty of other good

m

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.

M

$18 to $28

r

Both Phones.

The following pensions have been
granted:
Joseph 10. Bronson. Albuquerque,
12 per month, from March 1, 1907.
tleorge Blunt, Santa re, liz pet
month, from March , 1907.
Frank P. Shields, Fort Bayard, $30
per month, from December 24, 1906.
Joseph N. Warner, Albuquerque
$12 per month, from March 1, 1907,
The Albuquerque Mandolin-Guita- r
clul), which was to have met tonight
In Moon's studio, has been postponed
until iomorrow'l'nlght on account of
the nhuw at the Klks' theater.
Boys oxfords made on the same
lasts and as snappy as shoes for
grown up men. Patent Colt, Velour
Calf and Russia Calf. Black or tan
Prices range from $1.60 to $2.50. ac
cording to size nnd quality.. C. May's
shoe store. 314 West Hailroad avenue
o
We take this
TO TIIK I'l IWJC
means of advising you that we have
started a reliable pressing club and
messenger service for the citizens o
Albuquerque at 3091a Hailroad ave
nue, up stairs, and are prepared to
do all kinds of cleaning, pressing am
repairing, at a reasonable cost. We
never sleep all work called for am
delivered free of charge. We solid
Blake-Macll- n
your patronage.
t
Co., Phone 224.

o

! i?f '3k'. 1

a

.... $3.25
W. H. HAHN & CO.

Each Will Receive $12 Month
- Geo. Blunt and
F. P.
Shields Beneficiaries.

Albuquerque, X.

Be a credit to the
town in which you
live. We'll show
you the clothes that
will do it. Hart.
Schaffner & Marx
clothes, all wool, fit.
tailoring. Price right

$l.50

CerrtlloD

PENSIONS

TICKETS

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY

per

,

Con

SADDLERY

Stetson's Fine Shoes $5.00 to $6.00

men $10.00 to $16.50

COAL
block,

American

N.

Ui:.ST

Stein-Bloc-

O'liiilne

J.

E.

IM,I.N.

We say to you
It is getting the little things
right in clothes that makes
them good.
Clothes.
Suits $18, $20, $22.50. $25,
$28, $30
Good strong durable suits for

21 4 West Gold Avnu9

--

and shopping.

the

r,. NIRISKN

f

has relumed
K. Ktter
from n pleasant visit to friends at
l.fis Vegas.
W. Klrcli. safety nlr appliance Inspector. Is n III I'aso on
Mrs.

the spliv of life! rlmngi
for a
your lieavy winter footmwr
pair of our snnppy Oxfords anil keep
4n tin front rank of the procrf-to- n.
your
Tliiir Npli'iiillil Ntylo will plr-afll will ilollglit your
r,vi'. tlii-l- r
fet anil their long wear amipny on
prlii' will ninkn the iliniico
your MM'k(tlMMk.

t'luuisv

Inst night.

tt

Whether
At Home
Or Abroad

Star Furniture Co.

udge bbott Said That They
Must Have Violated
Their Oaths.

Hell boys at t Ik; Alvarado.
dipt. W. K. Imine is In Hanta Fe
Oil hllSinCSS.
Mix
Maxwell of thl. rlty lift for

Topeku.

find

.

Wanted

Men's Low
SHOES

L523

Keep busy until you

ILY DISCHARGED

Fair tot'olo., April
night; warmer In southwest portion:
Wednesday fiilr.

,

it

Household Goods

WIvMIII.K FOIUXWST.
Hetiver,

Tirixnw. Amu.

specialty.

GOLD AVE.
NEW WMEXICO

Address Home Office,

Occidental Life Insurance Company
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
KM
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